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PROLOGUE
The Spooky Action at a Distance, patrolling the Allowed Zone border

Dropping into slow time always caused Chak a moment of disorientation. The parallel
autosequencer on board the Spooky Action at a Distance tied into the shared xonasphere of the
systems of the Human Confederation via realtime quantum entanglement. The system dated to
the ship's last retrofit some 26 Ny Norge months ago, and was therefore, of course, hopelessly
obsolete. Nonetheless, Chak was able to keep up with his social life of some 7.294 x 106 friends,
acquaintances, former coworkers, former shipmates, former lovers, current lovers, fellow wine
aficionados, fellow 22nd century ignis-jazz enthusiasts, fellow negative-gravity asteroid-jumpers,
traditional chess players (rated level : amateur++; circ'-enhanced), 3D chess players (non-rated),
the Saint Rand Alumni Association, the Ædificate Party of Kawkab Exxon-Google (reform branch),
and his 43 book clubs. Naturally, he had left several quasi-sentient info-specters on the local yotaand zettaspheres, so no one would notice his absence. Still, it pained him to feel the Chishiki
umbilicus severed.
After taking a femto to reinitialize his optic subroutines, he glanced around his sparsely-decorated
crèche. Minimalist Newtonspace structures, which a subroutine in his skull skinned with rainforest
imagery from Lake Nobunaga, his childhood home. Why look at stark, utilitarian walls when
perception was a tweakable choice? He pulled on his brilliant white jumpsuit and reviewed what
Screwball, the ship's AI, could share. It wasn't much. The Captain had called the crew to the bridge.
Since their mission was to watchdog the Cybertronians, the mojo was probably neg-spin.
Una emerged from her quarters at the precise instant he emerged from his own, much smaller,
designated personal space. No points to either of them on their long-standing rivalry between
circ'-enhanced and 'logicals. The immaculate uniform of the Confederated Terran Colonial Fleet
hugged her muscular frame. Throw in her thickly kinked hair and eyes so brown as to be nearly
black, and he almost wished he still had a natural endocrine system. She cocked her head slightly
and raised an eyebrow. "Any insight?"
He gently shook his head, smiling, then fell in behind her as she briskly strode to the bridge.
"Screwball says we're summoned. My spec, another rogue ship taking a run at the blockade."
Good-natured skepticism registered in her voice. "You think? After we sent that modified Intruder
corvette scurrying last month? The Old Man made sure the Gung Ho got an eyeful of that action."
The math was straightforward for him, so he shared. "Prob matrix hasn't changed in Sol years. 19%
they make a thrust out of the Allowed Zone, almost twice the prob they've gone back to war, 7%."
"You Circ's always so neg-spin? What's the highest plus-spin outcome?" Her tone was amused and
challenging, with the barest hint of flirtation.
He laughed. "The ONLY plus-spin outcome that has you and me on the bridge is a spontaneous
outbreak of peace. Maximal and Predacon, Autobot and Decepticon, Micromaster and
Macromaster and Megamaster set aside their differences. It'll never happen."
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They entered the bridge and splayed the
fingers of their left hands in
acknowledgement of Captain Blix, a
jovial Eutychian psychal from the late
Pleistocene era by way of Ny Norge. He
returned the salute. "Xonasphere
consensus is 0.3% for that outcome,
Una." Chak and Una shared a glance.
Psychals, the third major branch of
humanity, had an eerie habit of
answering questions they had not even
heard asked. He was short by modern
standards, just shy of 1.5 meters,
reflecting his origins in Earth's distant
past. Eighteen Ny Norg years, about
twenty Sol, of advanced education and
training made him as sharp as any of
them, and his Sinosperanto was
flawless. When Chak had first
transferred aboard the ship, he asked
the Old Man if being a caveman was
very different than being a Captain. His
response, that he hadn't had to bash in
anyone's head with a rock on a stick, but
that the voyage was still young,
prompted a chuckle.
Una and Chak took their customary place around the unadorned white table, a perfect circle
exactly a meter in radius. Each was 90 degrees away from the Captain. The fourth spot, directly
across from Blix, was filled by a holomatter manifestation of Screwball. This time ze chose a
statuesque blonde form in heels and an evening gown, with a bushy beard on zir delicate face
below painted eyelids and curled lashes. Riveted metal gauntlets and elevated wooden geta
completed the look. It was, naturally, a completely new combination for zir.
The Captain wasted no time. "Chak, I know you dislike spending one minute more than you need
to in 'Newtonspace'," the quotes practically visible in the air, "so I'll get right to the point.
Cybertron's probability of war just went from 7.229 percent up to 96.068." Una let out a low
whistle. Screwball, who never let an opportunity for theatrics slide, brought zir left index and
middle finger to zir lower lip, open in a perfect O, though of course ze was the one who had
brought Blix up to date in the first place. Chak kept his face impassive. His autonomics did not
extend to the silicate-enhanced muscles of his face. He felt a brief, irrational urge to ask what had
changed, but vetoed it. Surely the Captain would inform them.
"So, what changed?" asked Una. Chak allowed the slightest hint of a smile. Point to Homo sapiens
circuitus. He felt Blix's eyes narrow and felt a wave of disapproval wash over him. Now's not the
time, son. A slight flicker of shame passed through his systems. The Old Man was right, as always.
As if nothing had happened, and Chak was confident Una and Screwball hadn't picked up on the
psionic exchange, Captain Blix continued. "Glad you asked, Una. 15 days ago—Sol days, before you
ask, Chak—we detected a burst of cosmic radiation in the Cybertronian mesosphere. It was logged
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but didn't register as significant. Twenty minutes ago, this happened." The Captain nodded a
fraction towards Screwball, and the space above the table came alive with images of one of the
barbaric gladiatorial fights the Cybertronians seemed so drawn to. This game quickly went offscript as the emcee was assassinated, and a white-and-red Maximal began a list of grievances.
Una's brow arched. "By Crick," she muttered. "So, this is it? War?"
The Old Man nodded. "'Fraid so. Which complicates our jobs immensely. We have to watch what
this does to their last colony and their tattered space fleet. If necessary, we perform a full on
sterilization of Elba, though we give them the customary 240 hours to evacuate if at all possible."
Chak raised his right arm to sixty degrees while extending his index finger. "Inquiry: that burst, we
think that's what upset the probability matrix?"
Screwball leaned forward and rested zir chin on hands clasped together with elbows on the table,
a predatory gleam in zir eyes. "Correct," emerged a basso profundo rumble, incongruous to the
small frame ze adopted this instantiation. "And because there were no tachyons at the burst, we're
concluding a dimensional breach rather than non-linear chronological movement."
Una threw up her left hand in exasperation. "Some dim-skipping cowboy pops in and now we've
got an imminent shooting-war on our hands? We should have quantum-locked Cybertron ages ago
like we did with Earth."
Despite a warning glance from the Captain, Chak couldn't restrain himself. "Earth has had sentient
life for, what, five times ten to the fourth years? You realize that Cybertron's had sentient life for
three orders of magnitude longer. Do YOU want to tithe on the altar of Cybertronian chronodimensional integrity?" Another point to his side.
Blix leaned forward. "Now now, you two. Screwball, when will the first of the Cybertronian navy
learn of this?"
Screwball examined the splayed fingers of zir left hand. "They are still employing tachyon gate
technology for both transit and communications, so—"
This time it was Una who could not resist playing provocateur. "Oh? You said they'd have moved on
to superstring resonance fatlines by this point."
The muscles of Chak's face didn't register his annoyance, but it danced in his eyes. Point to the
biological branch of the Human tree, he grudgingly conceded. "Well, they intercepted that PBS
biopic on Professor Ōgaki three years ago, and the equations were clearly written on the board. I
figured for sure Deluge or Spanner would have—"
The Old Man crossed his arms, and waves of opprobrium radiated out from him. Chak felt
sheepish, and he noted that Una looked the same. "Enough politics and philosophy, you two.
Screwball, continue."
The hologram curtsied, then let out a huge belch. The mounting tension broke as all three humans
enjoyed a brief chuckle. As usual, the AI knew them better than they knew themselves. "With
quantum jump narrowcasts, we can expect the first of their interstellar capital ships, the Dinosaur,
to view this polemic against Builder oppression of the Proto-races in approximately..." Ze mimed a
thoughtful look, though the calculations must have taken a tiny fraction of a second. "Thirteen
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hours."
"Chak, I'm afraid I'm going to have to ask that you remain with us in the real world for the next day
or so, until we see which way the crew jumps."
He gave an exaggerated sigh. "Una, how does a game of three dimensional chess grab you?"
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INTERSECTIONALITY PART 1
“Full colors!” shouted Hydra, beaming from audio-receptor to audio-receptor. Guiledart regarded
his holo-cards for a moment before grunting grudgingly. He drew back from the table, allowing the
lanky purple Predacon to eagerly scoop up his winnings.
Hard Head slapped Hydra on the back so hard his laser core missed a rotation. “I don’t know how
you keep doin’ it,” he said, “But I’ve gotta hand it to ya, yer either lucky, or slaggin’ good.”
“Hey, no use crying over spilled energon.” Hydra grinned, toothily, “You’ll win it all back next shift
rotation.”
“Maybe, if Saberback doesn't clean us out first with his card tricks.” Guiledart chimed in, “Just
don’t spend it all before then.”
“Hey, what on?” Hydra laughed, and took in the utilitarian metal décor of the mess with an
expansive gesture. It was true, the Dinosaur had been in deep space for a long time and as far as
the crew knew, the Captain had no plans to return home soon. Gamble all they wanted to, there
was only going to be one hand that mattered, the last one before Cybertron.
Fussing with his newly won pile of CPKs, Hydra didn’t notice a blue and white Predacon opening a
cupboard behind him and removing a container. Slightly over-charged with engex and the joy of
winning, he staggered back from the table and bumped into her, causing her to nearly spill her
crystals.
“Mind where you’re going, scrap for brains!” she growled and shoved him back down into his seat
before stalking away.
Hydra looked crestfallen. “Hey, don’t let it get you down.” Guiledart told him, slapping him on the
shoulder, “At least she talks to you. If Dead-End ever stops insulting you, then you know you’ve
done it. Just ask Longrack.”
Hydra looked thoughtfully at the exit, “Yeah, I guess…” he mused, “I just wish...”
“Stop wishing. You’ve got enough friends. Dead-End’s attitude is a lost cause.”
“She must be very lonely.” Hydra said, sadly.

Dead-End shook the canister of lead sulfide crystals and tapped the metal wall of coolant tank.
“Hey, sorry I'm late, Magmatron had me working at the other end of the ship.” She pressed her
audio-receptor to the tank and listened to the tone of the burbles. There was no change.
“Fine, be like that.” Dead-End turned away and started to move before she heard the knocking. It
was soft, subtle, difficult to distinguish to the untrained receptor, but she knew what it was.
“Thought so.” she said, and smiled.
She touched a button. A small hatch opened in the side of the tank. It led into an airlock, into
which she placed the canister. “There you go.” she said, and the airlock snapped shut.
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“You’re late.” Longrack said without turning around before Hydra had fully cleared the entrance to
the bridge.
Hydra checked his internal chronometer, “Oh, I don’t think… less than a cycle… sorry.”
“Kindly just sit down please.”
“Yes of course, right away.” Hydra hurriedly took his seat at the communications console at the
front of the circular command center. He could feel the optics of the imperious Maximal first
officer burning into the back of his cranial unit.
“Saberback, apprise Hydra of the situation.” Longrack snapped, before resuming staring intently at
his monitor.
“Err, sure.” Saberback looked up from where he sat at the navigation console, “A breem ago we
picked up a transmission from a nearby planet designated as LGC-8803. It’s faint but it looks
Cybertronian.”
From the intelligence console at the rear of the bridge, Killer Punch's voice rumbled. "We've been
detecting unusual readings from that world for years, but the Terrans have never given us leave to
investigate. This might be a good opportunity to—"
Longrack cut him off, “So we need it analyzed, right now, which is why it is so unacceptable that my
communications specialist is late for duty.”
Hydra's optics flickered at each of the bridge crew in turn, subconsciously looking for support. All
but Saberback studiously avoided his gaze. Saberback shrugged, glanced to be sure the Maximal
officer's attention was directed elsewhere, and cheerfully gave a surreptitious thumbs up.
Hydra just sighed, “Right away, sir.”

“Chief engineer, a word?” Magmatron's massive shoulders slumped slightly at the sound of the
familiar voice and he turned around to spot the ship's political officer, one of only two Builders on
the vessel.
“Yes Synapse, what do you need?”
“We have detected a signal on a nearby planet, a planet of considerable interest to the Builders.
This could be just the excuse we need to give it a visit. I am just checking that you and your team
have the necessary... support... you need to ensure our operations run smoothly. I'd hate for a fizzrat to chew out a weapons conduit at a critical moment.”
Magmatron put down his hydrospanner and squared up to Synapse. The long-armed orange
Micromaster was the only bot on Dinosaur taller than the Predacon chief engineer, and it was not
by much. Well, and presumably their furtive Captain, though he never ventured outside of his
hermetically sealed quarters, conducting all ship's business via hologram.
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“Thanks to Crazybolt and Dead-End, Dinosaur is running better than it ever has, but I'm sure
you've read my reports on engine efficiency.” Magmatron caught Synapse's quick glance at the
catwalk overhead, where Crazybolt was nominally replacing an air filter but actually watching the
exchange with barely-concealed interest.
The Autobot grinned, “You know me, Magmatron, I have the utmost confidence in every bot under
my... under the Captain's command, but the Captain insists, you know? What's a bot to do?”
Magmatron smiled too, despite himself; the political officer's warm grin was contagiously and very
nearly genuine. Angry at himself, the chief engineer blanked his expression and gave a curt nod.
“Thank you Synapse, the Captain's concern is duly noted.” He turned to his engineer's mate,
“Crazybolt, how are we doing?"
The spry green-and-gold Predacon leapt down to a well-worn computer console. His nimble fingers
flew across the keys. “All readouts optimal, Chief. We've got a mostly green board here. Dead-End's
keeping a watch on a couple of the coolant lines but it's all well within tolerances. Matter o' fact,
since you mentioned them, we gave the weapons root diagnostic after the Gung Ho sent word of
that Intruder ship trying to breach Cybertronian airspace.”
Synapse made an expansive gesture, “Thank you Crazybolt–the Captain is always grateful to have
people he can count on.”

Hydra was uncomfortably aware of Longrack leaning of his shoulder, though it did prompt him to
work faster, if only to get the first officer off his carapace. Just a few more nanokliks, and… there!
“This is it,” he triumphantly proclaimed, “the signal. There's a lot of interference but I cleaned
most of it up.”
“Well don't just sit there,” Longrack sighed irritably, “Play it!”
“Sure. I mean, aye aye, sir.” Hydra flipped the switch and a static enveloped voice crackled from the
speakers around the bridge.
“This...” fzzt, “Trans-Mutate,” crxx, “.... attack...” szt, “send...” kzzzk, “much time.”
“Hey boss,” Killer Punch piped up from the intelligence console other side of the bridge, “I've got
an entry on Trans-Mutate. It's a known alias of a Maximal felon, and she's listed as MIA.”
“Interesting.” Longrack thumbed a button on his command chair, “No doubt some sort of prison
break gone wrong. I'm going to recommend to the Captain that we simply leave her to her fate.”
“Wait a microsecond,” Killer Punch cautioned in his deep rumble, “There's more. Trans-Mutate was
a prisoner on the transport Claustrum, en route to one of the Garrus facilities on Elba. One of her
fellow prisoners was a Maximal known as 'Protoform X'. There are instructions to recapture him at
all costs.”
“If Trans-Mutate and Protoform X were prisoners,” Hydra asked, “Then what were their crimes?”
Killer Punch frowned down at his console. “Unknown–both entries are redacted out the exhaust
port. Longrack, sir, I don't like this at all–we need to be careful.”
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Longrack's elongated features were set in more of a scowl than usual. “Your concerns are duly
noted Killer Punch, as always, however I think our team can handle a couple of crashed exiles.”
Hydra chimed in as politely as he could, “I've got to agree with Killer Punch. Analysis of the signal is
spotty at best. It's in Cybertronix and using a Cybertronian frequency, sure, but it's being filtered
through a computerized vocoder of some kind. I just don't understand why that would be
necessary...”
Their chatter was interrupted by the oversized holographic face of the Captain flickering into
existence in the absolute center of the bridge. "This signal represents an opportunity that we shall
not pass up. Lay in a course to LGC-8803. Best speed."
Bazooka interlocked his fingers and cracked his knuckles. "Best speed, aye, sir. We should be there
inside of two megacycles."
The purple, disembodied head gave the comms specialist the barest of nods. "Longrack, assemble
an away team. You have two primary objectives. One: conduct a thorough scan of the planet, and
investigate anything out of the ordinary. Two: recapture Protoform X. If the opportunity presents
itself, recapture any other surviving prisoners. "
Longrack saluted, and again the head nodded slightly. "Protoform X is extremely dangerous, and
we don't know what makes the planet radiate out so much energy, so be careful down there."
The Captain's visage faded out. Hydra was secretly amused by the way concern warred with
excitement on Longrack's face. After a moment the officer composed himself and opened the
comms. “Apelinq, Crazybolt, Hard Head, meet me in the shuttlebay." He glanced around the
bridge. Bazooka and Saberback, you're with me.”

Longrack and his men met the others in the vast greenish-purple expanse of the hangar. Dinosaur
was an old vessel, built long ago as part of the Great War between the Autobots and the
Decepticons. As such, while it had been retrofitted where possible, many of the larger spaces
dwarfed the Maximal and Predacon crew. Longrack was mildly peeved to see that Synapse was
there, already smiling and chatting with the assembled away team.
“Bots,” said Longrack, in a voice he hoped was sufficiently commanding, “We don’t have a lot of
time. I’m sure most of you know we have received a distress call from a Maximal prisoner who
command has listed as missing. Simply put, our job is to get down there, retrieve Protoform X and
any other prisoners, and ascertain exactly what's going on with the planet. We'll launch as soon as
we enter orbit.”
Apelinq, the Maximal science officer and nominal third-in-command of the Dinosaur, looked up
from the datapad he had been studying, “Forgive my curiosity Longrack, but I am intrigued by the
fugitive status of these two beings. Are they dangerous?”
Hard Head slashed through air with the pilesaber mounted to his wrist, pulling all optics to the
junior security crewman. “Yeah, what do ya have to do to get a name like 'Protoform X'?”
Longrack looked briefly unsure, then composed himself. “I'm afraid that's need to know.” he told
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them, radiating a confidence he didn't feel.
Apelinq peered at him from over the nano-strength magnification lenses he wore in front of his
optics. “Do you know?” he asked.
Longrack huffed, “That's need to know as well!”
Synapse appeared silently at his shoulder–his Micromaster bulk this uncomfortably close made
Longrack feel small. He was sure it was a deliberate tactic. “On behalf of the Captain and, the
entire Builder Assembly, let me echo Longrack’s stirring words and make just the tiniest alteration
to the plan. I’m afraid Longrack won’t be going along.”
Longrack rewound his audio-feed to make sure he heard right, “Excuse me?”
“I’m sorry Longrack, but you’re simply too valuable here to risk sending into a mission of this kind.
I’m sure you understand. Besides, the analytical portion of the mission makes Apelinq the perfect
commander.” A large orange hand clapped him on the shoulder.
Longrack shook his head, looked at the away team for support. They were all studiously staring at
different parts of the shuttlebay. Saberback had even produce a deck of cards and was idly
shuffling them in a failed attempt to look nonchalant. Realizing how this must look to his men, he
locked optics with Synapse and gestured to the other side of the shuttlecraft with a minute twitch
of his head.
As soon as they were out of sight he turned on the Micromaster. “This is completely overstepping
your bounds,” he growled. “This is my mission–I’m the first officer.”
“I understand that Longrack, of course I do.” Synapse smiled, “You’ve got to understand that I’m in
a difficult position here. It’s not a question of rank–I wish it were. You’re the first officer and I’m
merely the Captain’s representative. It’s his, and your, command, but I have to convey his wishes.”
“Let me speak to the Captain myself–I’m sure I could...” Longrack was spluttering, losing his cool,
he knew it but he could not help himself.
“Longrack, you know how busy the Captain is.” Synapse purred, “Trust me on this–you’re needed
here.”
With absolute clarity Longrack realized he was never going to win, not like this. He nodded
miserably and went to explain it to the away team, silently hoping Apelinq was up to the task of
commanding the away mission.

“Oh hey Longrack,” Hydra said when the first officer got back to the bridge. “I wasn't able to clear
up the signal any further but I have picked up something else. I think it's from Cybertron.”
Longrack snorted, “Orders from Cybertron come down from the Captain and his Pit-cursed
politbot. You wouldn't be able to receive them on an unsecured channel.”
Hydra nodded excitedly, “No, that's what I thought and the thing is, I don't think this is an order.”
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Killer Punch's purple and red faceplate looked up with interest, “What else could it be? I thought
the Dinosaur was the only warship the humans let us keep in this sector of space.”
“I don't know yet. I need to do a bit more analysis to find out, but it doesn't sound like it's from the
Assembly at all—the frequency's all wrong.”
“Probably just a sensor ghost,” said Longrack dismissively. “We can't let it distract us from
maintaining contact with the away team. That's your primary function, Hydra.”
The ambient noise of the bridge seemed unusually loud as Hydra tried to come up with an
argument to keep working on the problem. Killer Punch spared him the necessity. "You know, boss,
it could be Terran. The Captain would probably be grateful for anything you could tell him about
their operations."
Hydra opened his mouth to correct the intelligence specialist, then realized that this was the only
chance he'd have to keep working on the signal. "Ah, that might fit the profile, Sir. Besides, we've
got over a megacycle till we get where we're going, plenty of time for me to try to descramble it. "
The first officer looked to Hydra, then to Killer Punch. "Fine. This better not be another Arkus
incident, Killer Punch. Hydra, you're dismissed, go decrypt that transmission. But I want you back
here at least ten cycles before we get into orbit." He paced back and forth a few times, then
stormed off the bridge.
"Maximals," Hydra muttered, eliciting a suppressed chuckle from Guiledart. He stood from the
communication's console and started to head for the exit as well, when Killer Punch motioned him
over to the intelligence station.
The intelligence specialist was a decent enough fellow, though Hydra had heard rumors that his
mental state was less than optimal. “Tell me, Hydra, who is it really? We've never picked up Terran
FTL before, I can't imagine we're starting now. ”
“Of course–thing is KP, it's not encrypted–the signal's just all fragged-up. There's a visual
component that I'm trying to isolate and the whole thing's just badly degraded. It's not meant just
for us–it's a broadband signal to whoever is listening.”
Killer Punch narrowed his optics, “So you think it's old? Loose comms from the war traveling at
sublight?”
Hydra's optics lit up, “No! That's the thing, it's definitely been relayed by tachyon logic gate, which
is FTL, which means new! I'm wondering if this might be... Resistance.”
The intelligence specialist nodded thoughtfully, “I knew there was something suspicious about this.
Let me know what you find.”
Hydra gave his friend the thumbs up, “You got it KP–leave it with me.”

Longrack was fuming. How dare Synapse take the away mission from him? He wandered the halls
aimlessly, until he realized that he wasn't aimless at all. He was approaching the Captain's quarters,
off-limits to all. Still, he was the first officer. Surely the Captain would be willing to...
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The wheel on the enormous hatch to the Captain's suite spun, and the door hissed open, steam
shooting from the corners of the mechanism. Longrack hurried forward, hoping to catch a glimpse
of the elusive commander himself, only to be blocked by the bulk of Synapse's form striding
through the door. The Micromaster's optics narrowed. “Longrack, I'm surprised to find you... away
from the bridge. At a time like this.”
Longrack shifted awkwardly, “Oh, um, I was just...”
Synapse laughed, “No matter. Why don't you accompany me back to the bridge. You can update
me on whatever it is that drove you to seek me out on the way.” He subtly emphasized the word
'me', allowing both of them to maintain the fiction that Longrack hadn't been about to violate regs
with his unauthorized visit to the Captain.
Grateful for the out, Longrack searched his processor for some tidbit of information he could
share. He seized upon the only other item that even resembled news. “Oh, right, well, Hydra
thought he picked up a signal from the Assembly but I told him he couldn't have as it didn't... err...”
he realized that Synapse was eyeing him more intently than he had ever seen before, “It didn't
come from you. I told him to forget it. It's... err... probably nothing.”
“No indeed.” said Synapse, who turned on his infectious grin and then placed a hand warmly on
the first officer's shoulder. “You did the right thing by telling me.”
As angry as he was with the political officer, Longrack could not help his fuel-pump skipping with
pride.

At ten cycles to orbital insertion, Hydra failed to show. Longrack made a mental note to chew out
the communications specialist, suppressing his own frustration for allowing him on that fool's
errand in the first place. At T-minus five cycles, he ordered the away team into the shuttle. At T
minus zero, the planet came into sudden focus as they dropped into sublight.
"Killer Punch, let's do a preliminary sensor sweep of the planet. Guiledart, weapons on standby.
I'm not expecting trouble, but let's be ready."
Killer Punch acknowledged the order, though the fiercely independent Guiledart merely grunted, a
minor breach of discipline. It didn't take long for Killer Punch to locate the source of the
transmission. A full readout on the entire planet would take much longer, especially with the
unusual atmospheric conditions, so Longrack ordered the launch.

“...only when the Uprising is complete will we be truly free.”
Hydra was transfixed. The final version had taken some serious computer power to extrapolate, so
much so that he was eventually forced to make his way to Apelinq's science lab to get it done.
Whole sections were missing and Dinosaur's computer had to do accomplish some pretty
sophisticated enhancement algorithms for it to make sense. Nonetheless, the video he was now
seeing was nothing short of revelatory.
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The red and white bot on screen was a Maximal he had never seen before. Nonetheless, Hydra felt
drawn to him. His deep, steady voice and regal bearing would make anyone sit up and take notice
but the things he said were even more extraordinary.
Hydra wasn't sure what to think. Longrack's prissy irrationality aside, he quite liked his post aboard
the Dinosaur. As a communications specialists he had been used to manning various remote
stations solo. At least when he was posted to the great warship it was guaranteed that he would be
surrounded by people, most of whom seemed to like him! On the other hand, if the video was
accurate, then the Builders had a lot to answer for.
He needed a confidant—unfortunately his best friend, Saberback, was about to head to the planet,
and Apelinq, undoubtedly the wisest among the Maximal officer class, was with him. Certainly he
did not dare show it to Longrack, who would either dismiss the video out of hand or just berate
him for not being at his post. Killer Punch was supportive, but the orbital cycle the crew had spent
after the Arkus mission, tearing the ship apart looking for a phantom stowaway Killer Punch was
convinced had come aboard, gave Hydra pause.
A glance at the chronometer told him he was late. Scrap, Longrack would have his head for this. He
hurriedly shut off the vidscreen and exited the lab. Lost in thought, he almost ran straight into
Synapse, coming the other way. The orange Micromaster grinned wide when he saw him.
What about Synapse? Hydra liked Synapse–unlike Longrack he was always polite to the crew and it
was obvious Longrack hated him, which meant he was probably an OK guy. On the other hand,
Synapse was definitely a Builder, so he might have mixed feels about the vid.
“Err, hi Synapse.”
“Hello, Hydra. What a pleasant surprise. I've actually been looking for you.”
That was unusual. “Yes, I'm sorry I wasn't at my post, but I just needed...”
“Don't be ridiculous. It's not about that. I had something I wanted analyzed and with Apelinq...
otherwise engaged...” he left the thought hanging.
Hydra meekly followed the political officer back to the science lab. Synapse gestured at the
computer terminal. As Hydra sat himself down, he failed to see the political officer slowly and
silently locked the door. “Now,” said the Micromaster as he leaned over Hydra's shoulder, “kindly
show me what you were just looking at?”
“What?” said Hydra, stunned, “I'm… I mean... nothing.”
“Come now. Let's not do this dance now, when the situation on the surface really demands our full
attention. Be a good bot.”
“Yes sir, sorry sir.” Synapse was a good bot. He would understand why this had been hard for
Hydra. He just had to explain. Hydra clicked the button. The vid was still helpfully paused on a
grainy close-up of Lio Convoy's stern but noble faceplate. The video resumed, and Hydra's
attention was drawn back to the fiery speech. He watched in silence for several moments, unaware
of Synapse picking up a magnetic disruptor coil from a nearby workbench. Finally, the tension
became unbearable, and Hydra felt compelled to justify his actions. “I can explain, you see...”
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“I'm sure you can.” Hydra felt something metallic at the base of his cranial unit.
“Wait, what—” Synapse fired. Hydra's voicebox gave a metallic shriek of terrified feedback as it
was shredded by the high energy blast. Smoke poured from the vents in his cranium as internal
circuitry overheated. Synapse was pleased. As he had calculated, Hydra's onboard memory had
been completely fried. His spark was a long way from the wound and would take a while to die,
but with nowhere to back his recent memories up to and no hardware to analyze his experiences,
Hydra would expire trapped and terrified in his own lifeless chest cavity.

Bazooka gripped the yoke and pitched the shuttle forward, “Bots, we are breaching atmo in five–
that means chop. Hold on tight if you value your equilibrium circuits.”
LGC-8803 was an unassuming looking planet, all browns and grays, not exactly welcoming to
organic or cybernetic life.
“I mean it people, three, two, one... Here we go!” The silent vacuum of space gave way to a fiery
roar as the shuttle punched into the thick atmosphere. Bazooka grinned as he risked a glance over
his shoulder. “Hey, is Hard Head ok?”
The white and purple Predacon shook his head and gave a low moan. “I hate space travel.”
“Dinosaur's a spaceship.” Apelinq piped up, sensibly.
Hard Head blanched. “Yeah, ok, but Dinosaur's a big spaceship. I can forget I'm in space and
pretend I'm in a fortress or something. I hate this fragging tin can.”
Bazooka laughed, “You telling me our bad-skidplate security bot's afraid of a little shuttle run?”
"Bazooka," Apelinq said softly, his optics glued to the window behind Hard Head's cranial unit.
“Hey you shouldn't laugh at the less functional.” Saberback replied, hiding a smirk, “Speaking of,
any idea why our illustrious first officer isn't accompanying us?”
"Bazooka," repeated Apelinq, only to be quickly lost to the rowdy Predacon cross-talk.
“Pah, frag him,” Bazooka retorted, “We'll just do the grunt work, we'll let him take the glory later.”
Apelinq cleared his throat loudly. "Helm specialist Bazooka!"
The orange pilot glanced back, annoyed. "What is it, science officer Apelinq sir?"
"Is that an Intruder attack craft at 170 degrees?"
Bazooka directed his attention to the designated spot. "Holy Pit!"

Longrack watched the shuttle descending with envy. There were so few opportunities to stand out,
and one was playing out before his eyes. Suddenly Bazooka's voice filled the emergency channel.
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"Dinosaur, you've got incoming! Intruder corvette on your starboard side!"
Killer Punch and Guiledart sprang instantly to life, hands flying across their controls. Longrack
shouted orders, many of them redundant, then thumbed a control to activate the action stations
claxon. The ship was not registering on sensors; they needed to rely on visual which made ranging
almost impossible. Any question as to its hostility was put to rest when it fired a pair of gear
shredder missiles. Guiledart managed to activate the ship's anti-gravity repulsor field with only
nanokliks to spare. The Dinosaur answered with its primary weapon, an enormous laser cannon,
aimed in the general direction of the aggressive craft. Without a sensor lock, the shot glittered into
the night but failed to find its target.
Through the pandemonium, Bazooka's voice boomed, still on the emergency channel. “You want
us to engage the hostile?"
"Yes!" shouted Longrack as the ship shuddered with a near-detonation, "defend the Dinosaur!"
The shuttle began to edge out of its descent, when a green beam lanced up from the planet and
enveloped the shuttle. Its nose jerked down, oriented directly into the planet's gravity well, and
Bazooka's transmission filled with static. "—ooks like——aught in——of a tractor b—", they heard,
before the signal cut off.
Longrack muttered a curse, but before he could ponder the ramifications of the snared shuttle,
Killer Punch shouted a warning. "Seismic-shock missile incoming!" The Maximal gripped the side of
his chair and prayed for a miracle.
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INTERSECTIONALITY PART 2

The shuttle banged and rattled as Bazooka tried to fight the force dragging it inexorably downward.
It was any pilot's worst nightmare: the complete loss of control of his craft. He could hear the
pandemonium in the passenger compartment but tuned it out. Some part of his mind noted the
smell of burning oil and was momentarily concerned, until he connected it to the sound of Hard
Head sputtering and realized that their security escort had just vomited.
He felt a hand on his shoulder and turned around, surprised. Apelinq had unbuckled his harness
and was leaning into the cockpit, relying on his prehensile feet to maintain stability. The Maximal
squeezed into the tiny copilot's seat and began firing up the sensor suite.
"Bazooka, the readings show a tremendous energy output from just underneath the surface of the
planet, far in excess of the entire output of the Dinosaur's engines. You will never be able to
achieve success in fighting such output directly."
The pilot kept his optics glued on the landscape in front of them but growled at the interloper
anyway. "What are you suggesting, SIR, we just let them crash us?"
The Maximal kept his voice calm. "No, Bazooka, I'm ordering you to plot a course towards the
origin of the beam, so that struggling against it doesn't shake us to bits."
Bazooka gave a snarl of frustration but did as ordered. Immediately the turbulence ceased. "Yeah,
OK, that's... that's actually working, sir. I... I think I can get us down safely. Actually, it's taking us
only about 20 hics from the source of the transmission."
"That cannot be coincidence," mused Apelinq. "It appears that we shall have the opportunity to
accomplish our primary and secondary objectives simultaneously."

The Dinosaur shuddered violently as the seismic shock warhead hit the repulsor field and
detonated, throwing Guiledart momentarily to the deck. As he scrambled to his feet, he shouted
across the bridge. “Damnit, Killer Punch, get me a range on that thing!”
Without stopping his furious efforts at the controls, Killer Punch spat out, “Working on shifting
targeting to the visible spectrum.”
“Damage report,” Longrack furiously demanded into the arm of his chair. Magmatron's answer cut
in and out, but the sense Guiledart had was that the repulsor field was down and the port thruster
was firing uncontrollably. It would make manual targeting, already a dicey proposition, nearly
impossible.
The tactical board in front of him lit up. "Multiple missiles incoming," he bellowed, “more gear
shredders! Looks like they just want to punch holes in us and not completely vaporize us. Impact in
three... two... ” He didn't need to say 'one,' the impact was evident to all as the ship lurched.
Longrack whirled round in a rage, “Guiledart, why aren't we returning fire?”
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Oh, shut up, he thought. What he said was the only slightly less mutinous, "no point to it unless
Killer Punch can get me something to target. And at the rate we're taking damage, I'm not gonna
waste energon just to satisfy your ego."
The first officer looked as if he was about to explode, but he redirected his fury to the intelligence
specialist. "Well, Killer Punch, how long until—"
"DONE!" shouted the purple Predacon. "Targeting back online."
Guiledart decide he was finished playing around. He keyed up the ship's dual photon launchers and
fired. The craft evaded, but the security chief wasn't through yet. He keyed up the ship's starboard
destructo-beam array and fired, scoring a glancing blow but more importantly herding the Intruder
craft towards the rear of the Dinosaur. Good. Whoever was piloting that thing knew what they
were doing, but didn't know that the Dinosaur bristled with weapons covering a 360 degree field
of fire. Guiledart's fingers were poised to fire the ship's rear-mounted weapons, a plasma bomb
launcher and a powerful particle beam. He ignored Longrack's frantic orders and focused on the
screen, waiting for the optimal firing solution. Even as two more gear shredders launched, he
waited... and there it was! He fired, scoring a direct hit with the particle beam even as the plasma
bombs sailed wide of the mark. Explosions wracked the attacking craft, and it began to plunge into
the nearby gravity well in a barely-controlled descent.
"Good shot, Guiledart!" Longrack enthused, the instant before the last two missiles impacted with
the Dinosaur, causing the power to go out and plunging the bridge into darkness.

A stone ziggurat topped by the statue of an enormous dragon dominated the bleak landscape,
though it was far from the only structure. Broken statues lay strewn about among toppled obelisks
and cracked columns. Some were covered in unfamiliar writing. The entire thing was eerie, unlike
anything Saberback had experienced before, and yet he found it somehow... familiar.
At the edge of his vision, Crazybolt and Bazooka climbed over the superstructure of the shuttle,
assessing the damage together. Hard Head stood sentry, staring into the empty distance. Apelinq
tinkered with the scientific instruments he had unpacked, no doubt eager to begin his
investigation.
A nearby pillar caught Saberback's attention, and he found himself walking towards it. The ancient
carvings engraved on its surface seemed to call to him, so he stretched forth his fingers to trace the
curvilinear marks. The instant he made contact, he felt a jolt and flinched back. He tapped the side
of his head and a sensor visor dropped down. He scanned the pillar using every setting he could
think of, but it registered as nothing but dead stone. More hesitantly this time, he placed his palm
upon the pillar. Though his somatosensory systems detected no temperature changes, something
deeper inside him registered a warmth.
The call of Apelinq summoned him back to the others. The Maximal seemed to be settling
comfortably into command. "Crazybolt, status?"
"Nothing but cosmetic damage, other than one busted fuel line which I've patched."
Apelinq gave a curt nod. "That's good. We have transport then."
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"Weeeeeeellll..." Bazooka interjected, "Let's not get ahead of ourselves. That busted line cost us
half our energon. I'm about 90% sure I can get us out of orbit, but I don't want to go joyriding
around this absolutely lovely planet. My recommendation is, we roll."
The Maximal seemed to consider this. "Agreed. Hard Head, you'll lead a squad to the source of the
distress signal and attempt to locate and subdue Protoform X and Trans-Mutate. Take Saberback
and Crazybolt with you. Bazooka, you'll provide me with backup while I conduct my investigation
here."
Saberback half raised his right hand. "Hey, um, sir, can I swap with Bazooka?"
Apelinq looked at him curiously. "I want the pilot near the shuttle, in case its use is required."
"Sure, that makes sense, but as ship's navigator I'm rated on the shuttle. Besides, my gut tells me
that I could help you in your investigation, and Bazooka's treads will handle the terrain better than
my tires."
He watched Apelinq considering it, then lock optics with Hard Head and Bazooka in turn, searching
their expressions. "Very well, you're with me. Hard Head, I suggest you depart immediately, we
don't know what the situation is on board the Dinosaur.

After a seemingly interminable amount of time that probably lasted less than a cycle, the darkness
which was punctuated only by the minute glow of the various control boards was expunged as the
emergency lights flickered on. It was all Longrack could do not to sigh loudly with relief.
"Killer Punch, is that ship still on the scopes?"
The large Predacon peered intently at his instruments, only glancing up when the bridge doors
opened and Synapse strode in. "Extrapolating from their last position... ah, there they are. Based
on their trajectory, I'm guessing they're trying to put down near where they snagged our shuttle.
Our boys are going to have company."
Not good at all. "Guiledart, can you raise the away team? Let them know what's happening?"
"Sir, I can't even FIND the away team. Atmo's too turbulent, plus the planet's core is throwing up
all kinds 'a weird readings that are interfering with our sensors. The slaggin' battle damage ain't
doing us no favors neither. If Apelinq or Hydra were here, they might..."
Longrack whirled round in a rage, “Where in Primus' name is my communications officer? When I
find him I'm going to—"
He felt a hand clamp down on his shoulder. Synapse. "I think we have bigger concerns. What is the
status of the ship's propulsion?"
"I, uh, I was getting to that."
Synapse took a step back. "Of course you were. I'll not interfere."
Longrack opened a channel to engineering. "Magmatron, report."
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If the ambient noise wasn't enough to make it clear that Magmatron had his hands full, the
aggravation in his voice was. "There's about an 80 percent chance Dead-End and I can stop the
Dinosaur from smashing into the planet we're supposed to be orbiting, and every cycle I'm
reporting to you drops those odds by a couple of percent. Got anything else?"
"Um, no, carry on." The line went dead without further commentary. Longrack swallowed his
embarrassment. Of course, it was Synapse who pushed him into calling in the first place, but he
wasn't sure the bridge Predacons would see it that way. And now Killer Punch was heading his way.
"Yes?"
"Sir, I'm not doing any good up here, and Hydra is missing. He could be hurt. Permission to conduct
an S&R sweep?"
Longrack was skeptical. "He's not answering his comms?"
The Predacon had that intense stare he sometimes got when he latched onto some inane
conspiracy theory. "No sir, that's the strange thing... "
Just as he was about to deny the request, Synapse weighed in. "We need you on tactical, Killer
Punch, in case there are more hostiles out there. Besides, you're our best shot at punching through
the interference the planet is throwing up."
Longrack prepared his answer, only for Guiledart to butt in. "Well, really, Hydra'd have a better
shot at getting in touch with the shuttle. "B'sides, now that K.P.'s mods to targeting are in place, I
think I can cover his station." Longrack glared at the Predacon at his tactical console. He has
entirely too much independence, the first officer thought, and not for the first time.
Killer Punch nodded his thanks to the similarly-framed Predacon. Synapse raised a finger and
began to object when Longrack decided enough was enough. "Killer Punch, your request is
granted. Go track down our wayward comms specialist."
A flash of some new emotion played across Synapse's face, concern or worry or perhaps even fear,
but as usual he suppressed it quickly. "Ah, Longrack, I'm not sure the Captain would—"
Much to everyone's surprise, including his own, Longrack interrupted the political officer
decisively. "The Captain can tell me that himself. We're in the middle of a crisis and I won't have my
orders countermanded. You're not in the chain of command, Synapse, you're here in an advisory
capacity, and I suggest you remember that. Killer Punch, you're dismissed."
The purple Predacon smirked, then, in an unusual display of respect, fired off a smart salute and
hurried off the bridge. Synapse leaned down to Longrack and lowered his voice. "A stirring display,
first officer Longrack. I hope you don't come to regret it." He, too, departed the bridge, leaving
Longrack to wonder exactly what he had gotten himself into.

The uneven landscape proved challenging, even for the oversized tires of Hard Head's armored
truck form. They were closing in on their objective, but he couldn't shake the feeling that they
were being watched. He kept the twin pulse-beams mounted on his roof primed, just in case, then
testily ordered Crazybolt to tighten formation. He might have been a decent engineer, but his
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discipline left much to be desired. He was taking advantage of his rugged motorcycle vehicle mode
to flit ahead, drop behind, and generally explore the environment in ways that made Hard Head
nervous about his safety. Bazooka, at least, was sticking close. His easy confidence in a spacecraft
didn't seem to translate to ground-based operations, even though his tank mode looked more than
formidable.
They rumbled on in relative silence for a few more cycles, the tension mounting. He wasn't used to
being in command. Yes, technically he was trained for this, but he was a junior specialist, used to
following Guiledart's lead. When he got to within two hics of target zone, he rolled to a stop and
transformed. "Look alive, bots, we're only a couple o' cycles away from the source of that signal.
We don't know what we're walkin' into, but with names like "Protoform X" and "Trans-Mutate" I'm
not expecting this to go easy. From here on out, we go by foot. Weapons to hot and sensors to
maximum." Crazybolt and Bazooka converted back to humanoid mode and the proceeded forward.

Signs of damage were everywhere as Killer Punch restlessly walked the halls; it reminded him of
his stint in the Games, many years back. It wasn't like Hydra to fail to report to duty, or be more
than a couple of cycles late. The more he pondered it, the more the idea that he was injured
during the fight didn't defragment right. Whatever happened to him must have happened before
the crisis, or he'd have been on the bridge by the time the attacked commenced. That meant only
one thing; the odd signal.
Where would Hydra have gone to decrypt it? If he was going to analyze the signal he would have
needed a decent computing suite. He thought about Hydra's room but ship's quarters for the noncommissioned section of the crew consisted of a recharging slab and maybe a shelf. Even lockers
were kept in the communal mess hall.
Killer Punch slapped his comms and made sure to use a non-standard channel, “Hey Magmatron,
sorry to bug you now but has Hydra been by?”
The chief engineer's deep voice came back straight away, “I haven't seen him. You find him, send
him my way, he'd be helpful straightening out our aux core.” The line cut off.
That eliminated engineering, and the ship's auxiliary computer core. The primary computer core
was located deep within the guts of the ship, and Killer Punch couldn't imagine Hydra trying to
navigate through the ships ductwork or vast network of coolant pipes to get there. That really only
left Apelinq's laboratory. Killer Punch dimmed his sensor profile and hurried in that direction.

Magmatron clicked off the comm from Killer Punch and returned his attention to the tertiary
plasma core. Now that they had the port thruster under control, the ship was in no immediate
danger of losing orbit. Getting power close to 100% would be the next step. After that, seeing if
the repulsor generator could be salvaged would be a close third. Fixing all of the various holes the
gear shredders had plugged into his ship would still be far in the future.
He checked the readout on the core he was working on... still low on coolant. He was once again
grateful for Dead-End's submarine alternate mode and small size. Her ability to navigate through
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the coolant system was invaluable. Still, she should have checked in by now. He clicked his comm
back on. "Dead-End, everything all right down there? Core 3 still overheats when I try to boot her
up."
Her customary attitude was evident in her tone. "I'm not doing a recharge down here, Chief, I'm
navigating ancient pipes and patching leaks while trying to avoid getting vented into space. You
want it done faster, maybe you split into your component parts and try to squeeze one of them
down—" She was cut off by what sounded like metal being shredded.
His smile at her predictable surliness abruptly fell from his face. "Dead-End! Are you OK?"
Her reply came too quickly. "Just clearing some debris. Now stop bugging me."
Odd, he thought, why would she lie? But he had bigger things to worry about than her secrets. He
picked up a hydrospanner and got back to work.

The source of the signal turned out to be another stone structure, a large rectangular edifice. The
longer sides were walled off, but the shorter sides were open to the elements, with the stone roof
supported by fluted columns. Hard Head had called for a halt the moment it came into view. He'd
spent the better part of a megacycle silently observing it, but detected no activity. Still, with the
planet interfering with their sensors, that structure could have been hiding an army of Mutacons
and they'd never know. A three bot team had sounded adequate when Apelinq issued the order
back at the landing sight, but now he was feeling decidedly underpowered. Little he could do
about it now, though. He ordered Bazooka back to tank mode and had him stay behind to cover
them, then he and Crazybolt crept forward, hoping to get a look inside the structure without
alerting anyone who might be inside.
The landscape didn't make their job any easier. Here, as with the landing site, stone debris lay
strewn about. Mostly stone, he corrected, that huge spiked ball reminiscent of a naval mine looked
to be some sort of metal. In fact, Crazybolt had gotten ahead of him and was getting dangerously
close to that artifact. There was no reason for him to be nervous about it, yet he was. Nervous
enough to risk softly calling out to the engineer. "Hey, Crazybolt, stay away from that... whatever it
is, will ya?"
Crazybolt halted mid-step, then took a short leap back. "Something wrong, Hard Head?" He peered
intently at the sphere. Without warning, it transformed into a hulking mechanoid covered in spikes
and issued a thunderous roar.

Killer Punch frowned and checked his internal schematic. Though he had the Dinosaur's layout
completely committed to memory, but now he found himself confused as to where exactly the
laboratory was. He looked to the wall for the frame number of his location–deck sixteen, frame
fifty six. He cross-referenced the schematics he knew to be accurate. The laboratory was supposed
to be on deck sixteen, frame fifty four. He had missed it, but that was impossible, even in a
damaged ship under emergency lighting conditions. He hadn't passed a door since at least frame
fifty one.
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A sound behind him–a soft exhale of atmosphere–prompted Killer Punch to half-turn, just in time
to see a bulkhead shift slightly out of the corner of his optic. He replayed the video a couple of
times to make sure–yes–the wall definitely moved. Frowning, he switched his schematic to
automatic update mode and kept moving, sending out a continuous radar pulse to map his
surroundings.
He shook his cranial-unit–something was making him feel light-headed. The absence of any
internal or external readings led him to the conclusion that there was a localized dampening field
in place, but why?
Killer Punch flicked his comms switch–“Killer Punch to Engineering, come in Magmatron.” The
answer was static, thick and oppressive.
“Killer Punch to bridge.” The same white noise. “OK,” he said, to no one in particular, “You can
come out now.” Nothing changed, the walls remained unmoved. Killer Punch shivered–he was no
stranger to paranoia, it was hard-coded into his neural net, but it had been a long time since he
had felt quite so alone. The purple-painted corridor seemed to close in on him–even at Builderscale it was claustrophobic. Killer Punch started to run.

The huge spiked mech towered over Crazybolt. "Smart enough to spot me, dumb enough to walk
into an obvious trap!" The brute was surprisingly agile for a mech of his bulk, swiping out with an
overly-large arm at the Predacon engineer. Crazybolt spun away, then converted to his motorcycle
mode to put some distance between him and his attacker.
From inside the structure burst a bizarre mechanoid, unlike anything Crazybolt had seen before.
Heralded by the thunder of metallic hoofbeats, a towering metal monster charged around the rise
wielding a long spear. The front half was more or less the shape of a Cybertronian, but this was
connected to an elongated back half with a second pair of hoofed legs. Hollow eye-lenses peered
malevolently out from beneath a spiked helm. It reared back and hurtled the spear directly at Hard
Head's chest, forcing him to dive to the side. The security bot charged forward, blasting at the
intruder with his shoulder-mounted pulse beams.
Metal plates all over the monster shifted in smooth motions as the thing changed direction. It was
undoubtedly a cybernetic lifeform, but its movements were much more fluid than Crazybolt was
used to. A couple of the plates evaporated under his blaster fire but this produced no more
reaction than a shimmering metallic shrug. The creature produced another spear from a holster on
its back and hurled it at the security officer. He yelled as he went down, the impossibly sharp
spearhead gouging a gleaming scar in his paintwork. Crazybolt was torn between aiding his mission
commander and trying to avoid getting crushed by the larger mech, who had apparently decided
he couldn't catch Crazybolt in his motorcycle mode and so was picking up chunks of columns and
flinging them at his target.
Fortunately, Bazooka took advantage of his overwatch position to open fire, scoring a direct hit on
the centaur and knocking it off its feet. He redirected his attention to the larger mech. When
Bazooka hit the beast's shoulder, it swung around to focus on him. Crazybolt was silently grateful
to the pilot for the diversion; he was slowing down, and wasn't at all confident he would be able to
keep dodging forever. Unfortunately, the massive mech heaved the head of a humanoid statue at
the pilot's position. Bazooka apparently saw it too late and took the full brunt of the impact.
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Crazybolt inwardly winced in sympathetic pain. The pilot certainly wasn't lacking in courage.
Upon witnessing his successful throw, the creature bellowed in triumph and beat his chest. "I shall
redeem myself in the eyes of my Lord!" he screamed to the heavens. Fortunately, Hard Head was
back on his feet. The panels on his shoulders flipped down, revealing thirty micro-missiles. He
launched them all at the creature, who seemed to sense them at the last second and attempt to
cover himself. All but two scored hits and the creature became a mass of explosions. Incredibly, he
remained standing, though he swayed back and forth in a dazed fashion.
The quadruped was back on his feet this point, and galloping towards Hard Head. The purple
Predacon activated his pilesaber and got into a combat stance. The alien mech pulled a massive
curved blade from his back holster and bore down on Hard Head, who was able to parry the
attack—barely! Crazybolt decided he couldn't leave Hard Head to face the creature alone and
converted to his robot form. His guns had no more effect on it than Hard Head's had, so he
charged at the mech's hindquarters with his bladed staff. It kicked out with its back legs, seemingly
reflexively, and caught him in his shoulder. With a shout he flew backwards, landing in a painful
heap. He was about to yell to Hard Head that they had to retreat when he heard an engine sound
above the clanks of the monsters and the groans of his downed comrades.
The two-wheeled vehicle
flew from the top of the
slope and transformed in
mid-air. A slim
Cybertronian, teal and
beige, unfolded and
landed with practiced
precision atop the
monster, whose shout
mixed contempt and fear:
"you!"
The newcomer wrenched
open some sort of port on
the creature that Crazybolt
had not previously seen,
dropped a small device
inside and dove to the
ground. The four-legged
beast stopped, shuddered
for a second and then
erupted from within. The
creature was blown apart
from the torso upwards, its
whole top half replaced
with a tower of flame and
debris. Slowly, inevitably,
its hoofed legs gave out
and it collapsed into a
smoking heap.
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Crazybolt had thrown up his arms instinctively at the moment of the explosion, but his vision was
still wonky. He ran a program to clear the static from his eyes and saw the newcomer extend a
hand to help him up. “I am called Trans-Mutate,” she told him, “come with me if you want to stay
online.”

“OK, OK...” Killer Punch grunted with the mental effort, flicking between sensor frequencies as fast
as he could he was able to map localized heat signatures before the dampening field could shut
him down. In this way he could track which bulkheads had moved recently, even if it did give him a
headache.
He turned a corner and came upon a portion of the ship holed by a gear shredder, still embedded
in the ceiling. Since he couldn't go up, he peered down into the darkness of the path the missile
had torn through the ship. The ship's duct work lay exposed to him. He rapped his knuckles on the
missile above his head. "Thanks for the help." Briefly wondering if this was the best idea, he
checked behind him and slithered in head first.
The ductwork was pitch-dark and extremely complicated. Conduits ran above his head and to
either side, with no effort to hide them. Killer Punch was able to see in infrared, but it lent
everything an eerie, grayed-out aspect. He ran the mapping program over and over again,
calculating likely corridor and room positions based on physics and probability. Inside the ductwork
he was able to gather himself–the walls didn't seem to be able to shift here–and plan a route.
This comparative calm allowed him time to think, which brought its own problems. He hadn't
known that Dinosaur had transformation capabilities, and if it did, why was it showing them now,
and why was it seemingly using them to trap him? While his naturally overcautious brain module
was running a hundred different possible reasons, the most likely ones all had the same
conclusion–whatever was going on wasn't looking good for Hydra. He'd need an ally, and his best
bet was Magmatron. With a grunt, he started shimmying in the general direction of Engineering.
Behind him, at the jagged entrance torn into the ship's structure, the gear shredder missile
shuddered, then began to reconfigure itself. "Don't mention it," hissed a contralto whisper.

Hard Head was thankful that Trans-Mutate's base was only a short walk away. He wasn't capable of
transforming to his vehicle modes until his repair nanites completed their work, and Crazybolt had
been helping Bazooka limp along. All in all, they were in sorry shape. The base turned out to be a
makeshift shelter in a small cave. He spied computer equipment, probably salvaged from their
crashed transport, a cobbled-together repair and communication station, and an odd-looking
energon compressor.
Hard Head couldn't help but notice Crazybolt's optics light up once he saw the repair rig. "Mind if
we…" he asked, and Trans-Mutate gestured her assent. He gently hooked Bazooka into the crude
station. "You gonna be OK there, flybot?"
"Oh, sure," the orange Predacon replied, "nothing a quick little stasis nap won't fix." He smiled,
then shut offline.
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Silence descended for a moment. Hard Head broke it. "So, uh, nice place. Just you?"
Trans-Mutate shook her head. “My friend will be back in a while. He searches nearby to be sure
that we won't be attacked by more Destructons. We have seen only two of the four.” Trans-Mutate
said.
Crazybolt paced nervously about the cave, picking up gear and putting it down again, perhaps
searching for something. “Does your friend have a name? We only know him as 'Protoform X'”
She smiled sadly, “That is because the Builders find it easier if they don't give you a real name.”
Poor mech, Hard Head thought. “You ain't really called Trans-Mutate, are ya?”
She shook her head, “It started as an insult when they realized I was forged... differently... But it's
been so long... so much has happened... I can't remember anything else.”
A drill whirred as Crazybolt, who had apparently found what he was seeking, began to
disassemble his shoulder assembly. “Different? What's—" he winced as his main armor plate came
off, "—what's different mean?”
“She means shut your damned mouth!” Hard Head whirled round to see a hulking Cybertronian
looming in the mouth of the cave. He found himself on his feet and had to consciously stop his
missile flaps from opening.
"Woah.” Crazybolt had dropped the drill. "Sorry, man, didn't mean anything by it."
Protoform X growled but didn't move.
“Friend, these are guests.” Trans-Mutate admonished him. She turned to Crazybolt, “I apologize–
he has had negative experiences with other Cybertronians.”
The huge square robot shrugged, “What Trans-Mutate means,” he said, “Is that they broke the
mold when they made us–or rather, we broke out of it.”
Comprehension dawned in Hard Head's processor. “You, you're 'percenters, aren't'cha?”
“In the living metal.” said Rampage.
Crazybolt gave a low whistle. “I didn't think there were any Maximal—” Protoform X growled. "Or
Predacon—or whatever—Point One Percenters."
Trans-Mutate looked at him sadly. “I have become painfully aware of that. As soon as our batchinitiators realized what had happened they shut down the entire line and started pulling us apart
trying to figure it out.”
Rage bubbled up inside him, and Hard Head spat it out, a glob of molten fluid that burned a small
crater in the cave floor, “Slagging Builders.”
Crazybolt returned his attention to his damaged shoulder. “OK, I get why you're fugitives, but
what's up with those bizarro mechs who attacked us? Not to mention the ship that was attacking
our craft, or the tractor beam that grabbed our shuttle.”
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Protoform X and Trans-Mutate shared a look. "Let me tell you a tale, a tale of rage and betrayal
and, most of all, pain."

The fourth time Apelinq ran the full-spectrum analysis of the ziggurat before him, the results bore
no relationship to the first, second, or third scan. Nor did any of the earlier sets match each other.
It was incredibly frustrating; the basic assumption of scientific inquiry was reproducibility. Absent
that, he might as well be banging rocks together. Without looking up, he called to Saberback.
"Would you mind connecting the instruments to the shuttle's diagnostic suite?" There was no
answer. He looked up and didn't immediately spy the grey Predacon.
He reflected for a moment on the excellent psychological manipulation of the Builders. A Predacon
crew with Maximal officers ensured a healthy resentment both ways, making any action against
the Captain unlikely to succeed. And now, here he was, alone on an alien planet with only four
Predacons for backup, relying on the tenuous social bonds to keep them from deciding he was
surplus to requirements.
The sensor array may not be giving consistent results on the planet, or its structures, but perhaps it
could locate his subordinate. He recalibrated it to look for spark energy and immediately found a
source inside the ziggurat.
Saberback couldn't be that stupid, he thought. Could he? Then again, he had been oddly insistent
on staying behind. Seeing little alternative, Apelinq loped off towards the entrance to the
structure.

The repulsor system was proving to be irritatingly stubborn. Magmatron wiped some grease from
his forehead, then returned his attention to the smoking mess of its primary gravimetric inverter. If
he couldn't get it rewired soon, he'd have to chuck it and hope the aux inverter was up to the task.
His concentration was broken by a loud clang as a plate in the exposed ductwork over his head
dropped to the deck, followed nanokliks later by Killer Punch. He landed in a crouch and pulled
himself to his full height. “The ship is watching us.”
The hulking teal, red, and blue Predacon sighed. This again. He pointedly continued his work on
the repulsor generator. “Dinosaur does have a system of internal cameras and sensors, as well you
know. What's your point, champ?”
Killer Punch glanced behind him, “Did you know that the Dinosaur is a Transformer?”
This was new. Magmatron stopped his work and frowned. “That's not possible. If there was a T-cog
somewhere, I'd know it. I've taken apart every bulkhead on this ship."
"Not every bulkhead."
What was he—ah, the Captain's quarters. Still, the idea was ludicrous. "Listen, Killer Punch, we've
been in space a long time. We've lost contact with the away team. The ship was attacked. Hydra's
missing, possibly hurt. It's a tense time. If you want to go see Apelinq, when he gets back, I'm sure
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he could help reboot your threat assessment system... again.” He left the last word lingering just a
touch too long, "I'm certain I can square it with Longrack.”
“Don't give me that scrap, Mags! I'm not crazy. I just spent the last forty cycles being sent this way
and that looking for Hydra. I tell you–Dinosaur can transform and it's hiding something.”
Magmatron had never seen Killer Punch this bad. It worried him. And part of him couldn't dismiss
what the intelligence officer was saying. “Hiding what?”
Several nanokliks passed. Magmatron was painfully aware of the ambient sounds of the Dinosaur,
many of which were slightly off, presumably due to damage. Presumably. Finally, Killer Punch
found his voice. “Hydra's dead.”
A chill went up Magmatron's backstrut. "Dead? Killed in the battle? Why would the ship hide
that?" Even as the words left his vocoder, he knew the answer.
“Because he wasn't killed in the battle. Look at this.” Killer Punch ejected his data jack and plugged
it into Magmatron's console. The chief engineer's optic ridge rose in surprise as he viewed the
conflicting schematic layouts, combined with noiseless video of Killer Punch's odyssey.
The engineer pondered it. "This is... compelling. Hmmmmm." He had a feeling he was going to
regret this. "OK, look. I'm going to shut down all power for exactly one breem. Nothing will be able
to reconfigure without power."
For the first time, Killer Punch gave a smile. A weary smile, born of the relief of being believed, but
a smile nonetheless. "Can't give me two or three breems?"
Magmatron returned the smile. "Not unless you want the Dinosaur to crash to her fiery demise.
Watching you or no, I think we can all agree we don't want that. "
Killer Punch gave him a thumbs up. "You're good people, Mags."

Things were finally settling down on the bridge, much to Guiledart's relief. He'd even managed to
pinpoint the away team on the surface, plus the Intruder craft a short distance away. He still
wished they could get in touch with their squad, warn them that they might have company, but
without Hydra or Apelinq working on the problem he had little insight into how to solve it. Not that
that stopped Longrack from riding him about it.
Still, he felt better now that the power was up to a steady 83%. That meant he had nearly a full
suite of weapons, with the exception of the dorsal destructo-beam emitter. If they could only get
their repulsor generators up and running, the ship would be just about fully combat-ready.
Yup, he thought, Magmatron and Dead-End had done a pretty bang-up job. Then the lights went
out again.
Behind him, Longrack cursed and then began immediately demanding answers. Synapse,
meanwhile, strode purposefully past Guiledart and off the bridge, using his strength to easily pry
open the sliding door. Wonder where he's going in such a hurry.
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This is stupid, Saberback thought. I shouldn't be here. Something about this planet, though, called
to him. The Draco Ziggurat, as he'd come to think of it, was a maze of carved stone, with the
occasional open chamber. Some chambers had statues on pedestals; in contrast to the sculptures
in the landscape, these were in excellent condition, depicting warriors with six or eight limbs,
robed figures radiating wisdom and menace, feathered figures with of an odd sort of organic
beauty. He paid them little heed, drawn inexorably forward.
In the center of the structure, he came upon a block of obsidian, hewn in the shape of a pyramid.
As he traced his fingers over it, he felt deep grooves. He tilted the artifact to catch the light and
saw that the carvings formed a single eye, near the apex. As if in a trance, he lifted it up, staring
into the lines of the chiseled iris.
"What are you doing?!" boomed his commander's voice. He felt himself snapping out of the trance
at the sight of the Maximal in the doorway, and the relic slipped from his servos. It hit the ground
and shattered, and the iris, impossibly, opened. The room was bathed in a green light, and a
searing pain enveloped him. He had just enough presence of mind to see Apelinq writhing in agony
as well, and then the world vanished.

Killer Punch was cautiously optimistic. There was something dependable about Magmatron. He
felt a little better now he had relayed his suspicions. Now if he could just find proof. He tinkered
absently with the settings on his internal communications network, reconfiguring them just in
case. As he finished he arrived where the lab was supposed to be, Deck 16, Frame 54. This time,
the door was right where it should be.
For a moment Killer Punch wondered if he had had made a mistake due to the damage the ship
had sustained, if it wasn't just his old problem returning again–maybe he should go see Apelinq
when this was all over. He gripped the powerless door and wrenched it open.
To his immense surprise, the Micromaster, Synapse was there to greet him, grinning without
humor. He spread his arms expansively. “I admire you, Killer Punch.” he said, “So willing to see
things through to the end with the barest minimum of proof or common sense. I had to fight to
keep you alive this long, you know.”
Killer Punch started to back away. Synapse advanced on him, slowly, with faux-friendliness. "Don't
go running off, not when you're so close to what you were searching for." The Micromaster
gestured, and Killer Punch gasped when he saw the lolling, broken figure in the chair. Silently he
clicked on his modified comm.
“Oh yes–couldn't have you stumbling on poor Hydra here. I voted to kill you, but the Captain has a
weakness for his crew–he told me to find another way.”
Every servo in Killer Punch's body wanted so desperately to run, the Political Officer didn't even
have a weapon, surely he could escape...
“He wanted to give you a chance, but you see, you just wouldn't give up–no matter what we tried–
so unfortunately, we had to give in, let you see poor old Hydra for yourself.” The lanky orange
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robot gestured at the communications specialist's slumped remains.
"But why?" asked Killer Punch. "Why kill Hydra and hide the lab?"
"Why do you think? He discovered something he shouldn't have. Looks like there's a full-fledged
rebellion back home, Maximal and Predacon rising together against–well, against my kind. Can't
have that spreading here, now, can we? As far as hiding the lab, a stopgap. I meant to clean him up
before Apelinq returned, but that Intruder attack put a crimp in my plans."
A deep hum flushed through the ships, and the lights snapped back to life. Killer Punch’s comms
dutifully reported that the jamming field was back, and he realized how incredibly exposed he was.
With a roar he charged forward, attempting to reach the Builder who had butchered his friend.
Synapse unleashed a savage punch, spinning the Predacon around and knocking him to his belly.
The Micromaster sighed and issued a brusque command to the walls. “Trypticon, kill him.”
Killer Punch heard the staccato rhythms of the shots, then felt a burning in the small of his back.
The realization that his transformation cog was gone was brief as the rest of his organs began to
give out. He flopped on the deck and half-rolled, just glimpsing through static-filled optics, the
smoking silver autocannon as it retracted back into the ceiling.
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INTERSECTIONALITY PART 3
The hatch from the coolant system to main engineering stubbornly resisted Dead-End's efforts to
budge it. She'd come up this way a thousand times before without a problem. Most likely, the
damage the Dinosaur had taken had put some subtle stress on the ship's structure and the hatch's
mount was now a couple of microhics squashed. She could go the long way 'round, of course, but
after spending almost three megacycles mucking around the guts of the ship's coolant system, she
was ready for her day to end.
Frag it. She activated the Gatling cannon mounted under her left arm, braced herself, and shot at
the portal. After three nanokliks of fire, it popped upward. No doubt she'd just severely
exacerbated the damage to the mechanism, but that was a problem for the Dead-End of
tomorrow. The Dead-End of today was ready for a recharge and a few blessed megacycles of
processor downtime. She hoisted herself out of the hatch, coolant dripping off of her, only to be
confronted by the Chief wielding his colossal Magmablade longsword, his shoulder-mounted
diabattle cannons glowing and seemingly preparing to fire at her.
"Woah woah woah!" she shouted, her arms instinctively thrown above her head. "Just me, boss,
just me!"
Several tense nanokliks passed while Magmatron stood there, his hands trembling. Then he
seemed to deflate slightly, and his weapons powered down. He slumped into a seated position on
some crates overturned in the battle, and his sword clanged to the floor.
This wasn't like him at all. Sure, he was testy after action, but usually the more he repaired the ship
the calmer he got. Something had happened. It wasn't any of her business, she told herself. Just
leave it alone. Not your problem.
Frag it.
She removed the golden diving helmet from her head and walked over. She resisted the impulse to
put a hand on his arm. No reason to go bolts here. "Hey, Chief, everything OK?"
When he tilted his head up, his optics were filled with a mixture of fear and sorrow. "No, DeadEnd. Hydra and Killer Punch have been murdered by Synapse, and the Maximals and Predacons of
Cybertron are in full revolt. Half the crew is stranded on an alien planet, and the Dinosaur is jury
rigged to within an inch of her life. When the hatch exploded, I thought... I don't know what I
thought."
"Woah." She reviewed his words a second time, then a third time. She'd never had much use for
Synapse, but now her hatred for the Micromaster burned. "So, how do we get control of the ship?"
Magmatron flinched, obviously startled. "What?"
"It's the only course. The Builders have killed two of us in the past solar cycle. It's us or them. Right
now they don't know that we know... do they?" Magmatron shook his head; no. "Then we move
fast, get Guiledart and, ugh, Longrack on board and act decisively."
Slowly, very slowly, Magmatron pulled himself up to his full height, towering over her. "Dead-End,
thank you. I needed that. We've got work to do."
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"Wow." Bazooka flexed his chest forward and back, happy to be in halfway decent repair. "These...
Destructons sound like bad mojo. Pure machine life, huh?"
The enormous bulk of Protoform X shuddered with laughter. "If you call that life. I call it a twilight
existence, on the knife's edge between death and life, a pale shadow aching for the light."
"When they abandoned this world, we hoped we'd seen the last of them." Trans-Mutate sighed.
"Evidently they have returned."
A thought occurred to the pilot. "Their ship... grey with a green engine signature, angular except
for a single rear-mounted cylindrical thruster, long fin on either side?"
Trans-Mutated nodded. "That is correct, with a white cranial substructure painted on the front."
Bazooka nodded knowingly. "The Intruder craft that tried to get to Cybertron and then attacked
the Dinosaur."
"Great." Hard Head lingered on the word, stretching out the vowels. "A simple rendition gets blow
to the Inferno by bizarro aliens."
"Rendition?" asked Trans-Mutate calmly. Protoform X blinked twice, then roared.
"Rendition? You fragging brainwashed Builder lackeys! I'll consume your sparks and bathe in your
oil!" He grabbed Hard Head, only recently repaired, and hoisted the hapless security bot above his
head, hurtling him into the walls of the cave. Crazybolt scrambled to Bazooka's side, ready to give
backup. Bazooka extended his chest cannon, then realized the futility of such an action.
"Hey there big guy, calm down!" He mentally commanded his shoulder mounted weapons to
retract to their neutral position, hanging behind his back, and withdrew his chest cannon back into
its enclosure. "It's true, we came here seeking escaped convicts, but that was before we heard
your tale. There's no way me or Hard Head or any Predacon would drag you back to the Builders.
No way, no how."
Trans-Mutate looked to Bazooka, then to Protoform X, then back to Bazooka. "Friend, I believe
him. They are not our enemies."
"Uuuuuuugggghhh..." Hard Head groaned from the ground and rubbed his cranial unit. It had a
small dent but was otherwise intact. Evidently he lived up to his name. "Flyboy's right. Scrappin'
Builders knew it too, edited your file to within a centihic of its life. You wanna stay here, you stay
here. You want up to the Dinosaur, we smuggle you up and hide you in the hold till we find some
place you do wanna be. That's a promise."
Protoform X seemed torn. "Fine. Whatever. I choose to believe you, all the while knowing that your
inevitable betrayal shall only make me more certain of life's pointlessness and cruelty."
A thoughtful look came over Crazybolt's face, even as he idly toyed with a vibrocutter. "OK, so, Lord
Imperious, the repository of knowledge for an entire species, tries to recruit and/or dissect you
two, fails, and then rockets for Cybertron, right?"
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"Correct, to the best of our knowledge. We didn't know he was heading for Cybertron until you
told us." Trans-Mutate looked suddenly unsure.
Bazooka saw where Crazybolt was heading. Clever mech. "Trust us, we've seen the footage. The
Terran Confederation never let them get close. But if that's the case, then why are they back
here?"
A chunk of the wall shattered as Protoform X unleashed his fist upon it. "To revel in our torment
and imbibe our anguish."
Hard Head, still lying prone where the fugitive had thrown him, leapt to his feet. "Our shuttle! They
can't fight past the humans, so they're gonna sneak in the back door."

The pain vanished, and the world returned. Apelinq found himself floating in a vast digital plain, an
endless grid stretch out from horizon to horizon above his head. Or below his feet. It was difficult
to orient himself with no gravity and no landmarks. He attempted to call up a Doppler package and
nothing happened. "Diagnostics," he said, or attempted to say, but nothing happened. He
attempted to raise a hand before his face, and saw nothing. Horror dawned on him as he realized
he had no awareness of his body at all, no sense of his limbs or computer systems. He felt a scream
welling up, but had no vocoder with which to verbalize it.
Was this the Pit? He had never put much stock in tales of the Allspark, of an afterlife where sparks
go when the body was destroyed, but it was supposed to be an endless joy, a merging of the self
with all who had gone before, and who had not yet been forged, a never-ending wellspring of
emotion and experience. But this, this endless cosmic nothingness, it was unendurable. He
instinctively attempted to check his chronometer to see how much time had passed since
returning to consciousness, but of course there was nothing.
"Calm yourself, Apelinq." The voice belonged to Saberback, but he still couldn't see anything but
the endless expanse, an unfathomable glowing green infinity. His panic reaction continued
unabated.
"Think, logically. You're hearing me, right? You see the lattice, correct? You have senses. And you're
able to ponder what those sense are telling you. What does that imply? Remember the Desecrus
Formulation."
The Desecrus Formulation... I Process Ergo I Exist. Whatever else, Apelinq realized, he still existed
in some sense. Perhaps he was a disembodied spark, perhaps he really was in some kind of
afterlife, but panic... panic was premature.
"Now," the steady voice of the Predacon navigator continued, "will yourself towards the sound of
my voice. You don't have limbs in a conventional sense here, but you still possess the potential for
locomotion. Just concentrate on moving forward. Focus."
Apelinq shut his optics, and the uncomfortable infinity vanished. Only several nanokliks later did
he realize that he didn't HAVE optics, and that whatever had caused his vision to cease was some
other phenomenon entirely. Oddly, that gave him some comfort. He focused on moving forward,
and was rewarded with a sense of motion. He willed his sight to return, and it did. The grid was
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now moving below (above?) him. After a few moments (cycles? megacycles?) he noticed a glowing
pink cube floating before him. Saberback was standing on one of its sides, his feet on a plane
perpendicular to what Apelinq had come to think of as down. It gave him a moment of
disorientation, but it quickly passed as he chose to shift his perspective.
Only then did he realize the implications of Saberback having a body. It looked like his normal,
spiny self, only giving off a faint glow. "Ah, you've come! I thought I felt you approaching, but I'm
still getting used to this realm."
Apelinq approached the Predacon, and realized that his form was translucent, with the glow of the
environment shining through him. "You've noticed, I see. No, this isn't a real body, but it helps me
to interact with the environment here. Visualize yourself. See in your inner optic your body, your
hands, your face, your torso. Imagine it in this space, standing next to me. Imagine how it feels to
flex a servo."
Again, Apelinq turned off his sense of vision, listening to Saberback's words. He started with his
right hand, seeing every screw, every plate, every hinge. He willed his vision to return and there it
was, a glowing hand. He focused again, extending the arm upward from the hand. He imagined the
feel of his shoulder, and the shape of his chest, and the lines of his legs. A sense of self rushed back
to him, and he saw Saberback grinning. "Good to have you back, boss."
"Where are we?" He had spoken before he realized how extraordinary that was.
Saberback's smile got even wider. "You're really getting the hang of this place!"
"How... how are you so good at...?" Apelinq gestured with a sweep of his insubstantial arm,
encompassing both their bodies as well as the entirety of their environment.
The Predacon gave a shrug. "Short answer is, I dunno. I woke up and somehow, I could sort of
sense what I needed to do. Almost like I was meant to come here. Wherever here is. I was
thinking—"
Apelinq didn't let him finish. As he was speaking, a yellow pulsating sphere surrounded by dozens
of tentacles had come into his view from behind the cube they were standing on. Its leading
tentacle shot towards Saberback, prompting Apelinq to tackle the Predacon, knocking them both
to the "ground" and causing the malevolent limb to narrowly pass overhead.
The monster gave an unearthly shriek, the sound somewhere between metal tearing and a
cybercat being strangled, and Apelinq hoped he'd live long enough to explore this brave new
world.

Despite their enormous dimensions, the walls were making Magmatron claustrophobic, no doubt
as a result of Killer Punch's own description of their attempt to corral him. So far, the Dinosaur was
behaving itself. He hoped it stayed that way.
As soon as he'd gotten over the shock of Killer Punch's final transmission, he used his access to the
ship's backup computer core to put the surveillance of engineering on a loop. He was far from an
expert at such things, but he hoped it would buy him and Dead-End a little time in which to act.
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Their plan was deceptively simple. He would go to the bridge, recruiting Guiledart and Longrack to
their cause... he supposed it was a mutiny, technically, but it was hard to think of it that way. If
Synapse was there, the Builder scrap would be detained. Dead-End would stay behind in
engineering and listen in on his comms, doing her best to stop the Dinosaur from interfering. They
could reassess once the bridge was theirs.
Every other frame, Magmatron passed one of the ubiquitous security cameras. He wished he'd had
easier access to the primary computer core deep in the guts of the ship, so he could properly shut
down the surveillance. The only other way he could think of to accomplish that goal would be
another total power outage, and that would cause too much suspicion. Better to brazen it out, at
least until he had more allies.
It was a relief when he finally walked through onto to the sparsely populated bridge. Guiledart was
in the back, still at his tactical console, with Longrack holding the command chair in the middle.
Synapse, thankfully, was nowhere to be found. But then where was he, and what was he doing?
Magmatron pushed the thought aside, for now. He walked around tactical and positioned himself
so he could see both its occupants and the door.
Longrack had already swiveled around to face him. "Magmatron? Why are you up here, when
there's obviously still work to be done to get the Dinosaur repaired?"
Guiledart narrowed his optics at Longrack, then turned his attention to Magmatron. "Yeah, Chief,
everything ok?"
A slow, sad shake of his head was all Magmatron could manage at first. "I'm sorry, Guiledart, Hydra
and Killer Punch have been murdered." His audience burst into a flurry of questions, talking over
each other. Magmatron quieted them both with a single raised hand. "Murdered by Synapse,
because they discovered that our homeworld is in flames, a full-scale rebellion against the Builders
in process." This time, the Maximal and Predacon were silent. Everyone knew of the tension back
home, the Games, the iniquity. They were sheltered from it out here in space, but their occasional
shore leaves reminded them of how lucky they were compared to their brethren.
"If there was any chance of us siding with the establishment, it vanished the moment Synapse
killed two of our own." He noticed both of them nodding. Good. "We need to secure this ship and
return to Cybertron, to render what aid we can to those fighting and dying in the name of freedom
from the Games, liberation from the Builders."
As if on cue, panels in the ceiling slid aside and two double-barreled silver weapons dropped from
the ceiling. Magmatron had been waiting for such an occurrence and had his diabattle cannons
primed. He fired at the closest gun as it was swiveling towards him, blowing it to shreds. He turned
and found himself staring at the second. Its glow heralded his doom... and then it exploded, and he
saw Guiledart wielding his Thunder Horn rifle. "Got your back, Chief."
The ship shook and made a sound Magmatron had never heard it make before. It sounded almost
like a roar. It bothered him, but not as much as Dead-End being unable to detect and prevent it
from happening in the first place. It would complicate the rest of their plan. He pinged her, but
found their communications jammed again.
Amid the debris of the two cannons, Longrack found his voice. "I'm not sure that mutiny is the
wisest course for us to—ow!"
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"Don't be a glitch, Longrack," snorted Guiledart, who had just thumped the first officer on the back
of the head. "It's the ONLY choice. Chief, what do you need from us?"
"We face two threats. One is Synapse. We need him found and neutralized. Two is the Captain. He
needs to be disconnected from the ship if we're to be able to maintain control. Until he is, the ship
is our enemy. Who knows how many more autocannons are lurking around? We may be able to
find a way to control them from the bridge, but unfortunately most of our technical specialists are
dead or on the planet below."
"Still worth a shot," nodded Guiledart. Longrack stood there looking bewildered.
"Guiledart, you and me will disconnect the Captain from the ship, hopefully stopping these attacks
in the process. Longrack, you do your best from here to monitor the situation and interfere with
anything the Captain sends our way as best you can. Besides we'll need someone on the bridge in
case there are any external threats during this operation."
"Let's do this thing!" Guiledart enthused.
Magmatron turned to Longrack and gave an inquisitive glance. The Maximal stared back for a
moment, then gave a small shake of his hands. "Fine, Chief Engineer. We do this your way... for the
moment."

In engineering, Dead-End listened intently to Magmatron's footfalls over the comms as he made
his way through the ship. The pounding of his heavy tread and the pulsing of the energy levels on
the screen caused her to think of a spark beat. She flexed the servos in her neck as she refocused
on her task, monitoring power distribution throughout the ship. At any unexpected spikes, she was
ready to pull the plug, hopefully stopping anything unpleasant from happening to her mentor. As
much as she hated to admit it, she had grown to respect him. She'd never had much use for
authority in her life; too many bots had been too capricious in the wielding of power. But
Magmatron had always been even-handed, even occasionally kind.
Besides, she thought, if he fails then there's a good chance I wind up in prison, or fighting in a
Game, or a charred corpse. Longrack's grating voice came through her comms, and she realized he
was on the bridge. Certainly the Captain would be listening in to everything said there. She got
ready to yank all power from the bridge the instant anything unusual happened. It occurred to her
that she could proactively disable the bridge's power, but the thought of leaving the ship deaf and
blind made it worth the risk of waiting. Besides, if she could identify the specific vector of the
Captain’s attack, they might be able to disable it and keep the valuable bridge under their control.
The aft door slid open, and Synapse strode in confidently with his arms wide. "Ah, Dead-End, my
favorite femme!"
Frag it! She spun up her Gatling cannons and fired at him, forcing him to dive behind a class-III
conduit. "Really, Dead-End, bullets in here? You could hit something vital and blow us all to the
Allspark. Can't we settle this like civilized Cybertronians?" She took aim at the edge of the conduit
and firing, giving him as succinct an answer as possible. "Fine. Be that way."
The sound of his transformation echoed from behind the pulsing conduit. He revved his engines
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and roared out from behind the pillar. She managed to score several hits, but his sports car
configuration charged forward and smashed into her, knocking her back into a bulkhead. She
shook her head to clear the static from her vision, only to feel his vice-like grip clamp down around
her throat. His exhaust was hot against her face as she struggled, but he used his size to lift her off
the ground and deny her any leverage. Her vision began to narrow as her struggles grew more and
more feeble.

I'm not qualified for this. The landscape rushed by, but Crazybolt hardly saw it. The thought of
facing off against that massive bruiser again, as well as this Imperious mech, made him long for the
safety and security of the Dinosaur's engine room.
If it even still exists. He banished that thought. The Dinosaur was a mighty vessel, surely it could
survive whatever Imperious could throw at it. How smart could he really be?
As smart as an entire planet. That was what Trans-Mutate had said, in her own peculiar way. He
feared for the safety of his shipmates, especially hoping Dead-End and Magmatron had emerged
from the battle unscathed.
It was impossible to read expressions in vehicle modes, but he knew that Bazooka was panicking at
the thought of losing the shuttle, and Hard Head felt responsible for the safety of those left
behind. All of their pings to Apelinq and Saberback went unanswered, meaning they were either
out of range or...
It didn't bear thinking about.
They were close. As they crested a hill, the shuttle came into visual range at the bottom of a valley,
not far from some native ruins. His sense of relief was brief; it was still there, but a huge, Builderscale, six-armed mech with a tail was tinkering with it. Imperious. The clinical descriptions TransMutate shared failed to do justice to the towering figure. He dwarfed Bruton, the hulking
behemoth they'd faced before, who was standing sentry nearby. Bruton raised his club at them
and howled, alerting Imperious to their presence. He stepped away from the shuttle and used his
top pair of arms to steeple his fingers, crossed his second pair, and planted his lower pair on his
hips. It was unnerving.
"OK, bots," cried out Hard Head, "Looks like we're in fer a fight. Crazybolt, Bazooka, flank left.
Trans-Mutate, flank right with me. X, charge!"
Crazybolt wasn't sure the newcomers would follow instructions, but they did. Though, thinking
about it, Protoform X probably would have charged anyway. Maybe that was why Hard Head
issued the order he did. It was a sensible plan that should give them the advantage, but Crazybolt
felt his crankshaft go dry anyway. He hoped they'd all come out of the battle in one piece. At least
he was partnered with Bazooka, whose cockiness, he'd come to realize, was just a reflection of his
true bravery. As long as Bazooka stood his ground, Crazybolt was sure he could do the same.
Then a final worry hit him. Imperious and Bruton were there. But where were Apelinq and
Saberback?
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The translucent chord sailed over his head, narrowly missing him thanks Apelinq's timely tackle.
His 'arm' tingled where the virtual Maximal was still in contact with it.
The polterglitch—he didn't know how he knew its name—contracted all of its tentacles, rearing
back like a clankcobra preparing ready to strike. If those tentacles so much as touched them, they'd
be absorbed forever.
He concentrated and his Laser Burn Bow appeared in his 'hand'. He took aim at the nearest
tentacle and fired; the polterglitch shrieked in pain as the tentacle was cut in twain. Several more
shots streaked from his bow, each scoring a hit and severing one of the creature's many tentacles.
He was about to take another shot when six tentacles rushed him at once. Dodging was impossible
so he braced himself for oblivion.
Oblivion that did not come. Apelinq converted to his compact tank mode and let loose. "Perhaps
my Linear Blast Cannon will give the organism pause." It struck five of the six incoming limbs,
allowing Saberback to dodge the final one—barely!
"Thanks, boss." The creature withdrew slightly, but then Saberback realized that it was rotating,
bringing fresh tentacles to bear. They couldn't hold out like this for long. "I don't think we can beat
it."
Apelinq fired off several more blasts. "None of this is real, correct? This realm, it's a construct of
the mind. That being the case..." The space behind Apelinq filled with a wireframe outline of an
enormous trailer, hitched to his tank mode, which solidified into a glowing blue and white mass
covered in weaponry. Guns blazed and missiles launched, and the polterglitch howled in agony as
its limbs were torn asunder. It contracted to what looked like a single point, then began to shift in
spectrum from yellow to an angry pulsating red.
Saberback knew, without a source for the knowledge, that the creature was about to explode and
take out most of the local realm. "Apelinq, get behind me!" he shouted. Apelinq's trailer vanished,
reversing the steps that led to its creation, and Apelinq converted back to robot form. Saberback
thrust his arms out to either side and closed his optics, visualizing an impenetrable sphere
surrounding them. Just as it sprang into existence, the polterglitch exploded, the nova of a small
star washing over them. Saberback poured all his will into maintaining the shield. It wasn't going to
be enough, he could feel it starting to de-cohere... and then Apelinq was beside him, lending his
strength.
The waves of energy subsided, and Saberback ceased his concentration. He and Apelinq were
floating in space again, the cube they had been standing on a mountain of fragments. Even the grid
above their head had been warped and distorted. His sense of relief was short lived—where the
polterglitch had been was a jagged hole in the reality of this realm itself, and the debris of the cube
they had been standing on was beginning to slip into it.
Apelinq saw the rift and acted immediately. A look of concentration came over his face, and a
digitized hoverboard materialized below his feet. "Hop on, Saberback, we've got get away."
Still, Saberback hesitated. He could feel the vast emptiness of this lonely realm, inhabited by
nothing but hostile phages. The rift represented something new, something deeper.
The pull of the rift was becoming stronger. If they didn't decide soon, they wouldn't have a choice.
He leapt onto the back of the board. "Boss, our path isn't out there... it's in that fissure."
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Apelinq's tone was incredulous. "How can you know that?"
He couldn't explain. "I just... feel it."
"Sorry, Saberback, I'm in command, and I can't risk our lives based on a feeling." The digiboard's
thrusters fired and they started to head away from the tear in local space.
Saberback closed his optics and felt the realm with his spark. He opened them, a look of resolve on
his face. "Sorry, boss."
"Sorry? For wh—" The scientist's query was cut short by the short chop Saberback had executed to
his neck, rendering him unconscious. Saberback took command of the virtual board and plunged
them both into the unknown.

The moment Magmatron and Guiledart left the bridge, the ship started attempting to kill them.
They hadn't walked ten mechanometers when an autogun slid down behind them. Fortunately,
Guiledart was on high alert and managed to knock Magmatron to the ground, then blasted the
weapon with his shoulder-mounted rocket launcher.
From then on, they staggered their walk, with Guiledart covering their rear and Magmatron
sweeping forward. After they managed to dispatch two more guns, the Dinosaur changed its
tactics. A hatch that should have opened to a stairwell was somehow rerouted from the main
engines. Magmatron detected the heat signature an instant before opening the door and shouted
a warning to Guiledart. They each leapt out of the way of the conflagration that belched forth as
the door sprang open. From the deck, Magmatron kicked the hatch closed and then used his
diabattle cannons to spot-weld it shut.
The singed Predacons took a moment to collect themselves, then altered their route accordingly.
With Magmatron's knowledge of the ship schematics, they were able to avoid anything that could
easily be connected to the ship's engines. This allowed them to keep safe until they were only a
few frames from the Captain's suite, when Magmatron opened a forward hatch only to see a blank
metal wall. "Guiledart, back the way we came," he commanded.
Guiledart rushed to the hatch behind them, but it slammed shut on its own. He readied his
weapon systems, ready for autoguns to drop down... but nothing happened. "You think the
Captain's just gonna leave us stuck here?" he asked.
The sound of gears grinding and metal scraping against metal filled their audio receptors. "I
wouldn't count on that scenario, Guiledart." The port wall gave a lurch, then started to move
slowly but inexorably toward the starboard wall. In a matter of cycles, they'd be crushed flat. From
all around them came a cruel, deep laughter. "Wouldn't count on it at all."

Dead-End felt her spark beat more and more slowly as the orange Builder continued to crush her
throat. "I'll tell you a secret, Predacon, of all the scurrying Predacons and 'noble' Maximals on this
ship, you're the one I hate the most. Even more than Longrack. Part of me genuinely liked Hydra,
and one can't but help a grudging respect for Killer Punch, but you, removing your toxic spark will
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be doing the galaxy a favor." She rerouted all available power to her left arm and tried to aim her
Gatling cannon at something vital, but he saw her move and batted it away effortlessly with his
free hand. "Naughty naughty. Just for that I should—"
Suddenly she was on the deck, the hand that had been ending her life gone. Synapse looked down
at his right arm, which terminated just below the elbow in a clean cut that exposed wires and
hydraulics. His look of dull surprise was replaced with a howl of anguish as he realized his right
hand and wrist had been completely disintegrated.
Behind him was a mechanoid, humanoid torso and arms but a long, serpentine tail. Something
about the gleaming femme was quite beautiful, almost angelic even, though that might have been
the profound relief at not dying by Synapse's vile hands, or a sensory node overload as the energy
flow returned to her processors. Synapse, still clutching his stump, converted to his now threewheeled car mode and raced past her, exiting engineering while cursing that "you'll pay!"
Dead-End wasn't sure if he meant her, or the sinuous intruder. Perhaps even he didn't know. The
femme slithered over to her and offered a hand. After a moment's trepidation, she took it and was
hoisted to her feet. "Thanks," she croaked, as she rubbed her throat.
"Don't thank me just yet," the newcomer hissed as she slithered around the huge conduits and
relays and junctions feeding into the main engines, the vertical slits of her optics darting to and fro.
"Trouble in paradise I see?"
Dead-End watched her meander.
Despite the fact that the reptilian
femme had saved her life, there
was something about her manner
that made her wary. "Yeah, well, I
never much cared for Builders.
Looks like a whole bunch of us
felt the same way. Your turn; who
are you, and why are you here?"
"Little old me? Call me Medusa."
The femme—Medusa—stopped
her slithering in front of an
enormous turbine, busily
directing power from the primary
generator to the main thrusters
as best it could, given the light
damage it had sustained. DeadEnd could have sworn she saw a
slender, elegant tongue slip out
and taste the air from the
turbine. "I'm here to help liberate
your species from the yoke of
design."
The more nervous Medusa made
her, the more Dead-End fell back
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on her customary attitude. "Liberate us from design? Sounds like a heaping pile of scrap to me. You
were on the ship that punched a bunch'a holes in the Dinosaur, right? Did that get us closer to
design liberty?"
Medusa abruptly turned to face Dead-End and hissed at her, a long forked tongue–Dead-End
wasn't seeing things–returned and darted from her mouth. It vibrated with each syllable and slide
around each word. "If we are to liberate all of your people, some must be sacrificed."
"That's kinda what I thought." Dead-End lifted both her Gatling cannons and aimed them at the
freaky femme. "How about you slither away from the engines with your hands above your head."
Medusa's eyes began to glow. Dead-End willed her weapons to fire, sending scores of bullets at her
target. They bounced off her carapace, doing little apparent damage. "Medusa Beams!" her
opponent shouted, and Dead-End dove behind a throttle assembly. The shielded bulkhead she had
been standing in front of were struck by the beams and a chunk of it simply vanished, much as
Synapse's right hand had.
"Good, good, cower, Cybertronian." For several nanokliks there was no sound. Dead-End
considered her options, but in the face of that weapon she didn't rate her chances in the open. On
the other hand, crouching here wouldn't keep her safe for long. Just as she resolved to pop up and
fire, Medusa shouted again, "Medusa Beams!"
Dead-End poked her head up in time to see Medusa firing a long, sustained purple stream from
her optics directly into the main turbine. It shrieked and groaned as huge chunks of it vanished.
"Nooooo!" she cried, even as enormous gears as large as a full-scale Builder exploded from the
turbine in all directions, the ship's propulsion hopelessly crippled. A small shard of metal shot past
her head and embedded itself in the bulkhead behind her, prompting her to duck again. She spied
Medusa slipping out the starboard hatch, the cackling that followed her could have been the
serpentine witch herself or the grinding of the turbine's remaining gears as they tried to continue
spinning despite the missing cogs and bent rotors.
When the turbine finally ceased tearing itself apart, Dead-End cautiously poked her head up again.
Engineering was a mess. The ship might possibly fly again, but without a spacedock it would take
orbital cycles to repair her. Of course, all that was moot. They were in an unstable orbit above a
gravity well. Within two or three megacycles, they'd smash themselves to bits on the rocks below.

Hard Head sped down the hill towards the Destructon's right flank, transforming to his humanoid
configuration when he was halfway down and pointedly not looking back to see if Trans-Mutate
and Protoform X were obeying his orders. Never look back, Guiledart had told him time and again.
Trans-Mutate roared past him, still in her motorcycle configuration. As he approached the optimal
position, he turned and, much to his relief, saw his Predacons moving into position on the left
flank, with Protoform X charging straight down the middle in his humanoid form. Bruton, for his
part, was rushing towards X, and Imperious stood atop the shuttle, seemingly content to merely
watch.
Overconfident scrapheap, he thought, I'll wipe that grin off yer face. First things first, though. He
sent a stream of bullets towards Bruton even as the Destructon closed with X. They had little
effect, bouncing off his carapace without causing so much as a ding. X had more luck, if barely,
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letting fly a savage roundhouse punch that put a large dent in Bruton's yellow abdomen. Bruton
was undeterred, however, and retaliated with a swipe of his enormous spiked club while shouting
"Confusion Club!" It tore huge gashes in X's armor and sent him staggering back in a daze.
On the left flank, Bazooka took aim and fired, scoring a hit that drew Bruton's attention without
seeming to do any real damage. Crazybolt transformed, took a knee, and used his ax to direct
energy bolts Bruton's way. Hard Head activated his targeting system, then unleashed a barrage of
twenty or so missiles. Before they could reach their target, Imperious split his faceplate in two and
revealed a nightmare of eyes and teeth where his vocoder should be, a bizarre and disgusting
sight. Hard Head didn't have time to contemplate it before it belched forth a prismatic flame that
caused the missiles to veer off course and smash impotently into the ground and, in one case,
destroy a leaning obelisk. Imperious raised his middle left arm, extended his index finger, and
waggled it in Hard Head's direction.
Trans-Mutate braked hard and skidded her rear wheel out behind her, then rocketed towards
Bruton. Bruton turned to face her even as she hit a rock, jumped, and transformed in mid-air, her
blade flashing as it scored a nasty gouge in the creature's side. He lifted his club over his head and
slammed it down, but the nimble Maximal dodged at the last nanoklik and added a second slice to
the Destructon, this one to the inside of his right arm. Bruton howled in pain. "You not wreck
Bruton again, hybrid freak!"
She seemed to be holding her own against the creature. Hard Head was torn between aiding her
and redirecting his attention to Imperious. Imperious seemed content to watch, which suited Hard
Head just fine. With Trans-Mutate engaged in melee, and their ranged attacks seemingly
ineffective, closing in was their best strategy. "Crazybolt, help me tackle that oversized clamphead.
Bazooka, keep your distance."
Again, without waiting to see that the engineer followed instructions, Hard Head rushed forward,
pilesaber in hand, intent on aiding Trans-Mutate. Before he could close in, Protoform X took a step
and imposed himself, a wild look in his optics. "This cage can't contain my delicious agony!" X's arm
shot out, deploying clawed digits that would have severed Hard Head's neck had he not skidded to
a stop less than a mechanometer away from the wild mech. For a nanoklik he wondered what
prompted the attack then realized it must be the Confusion Club.
"Hey, X, simmer down! Ya ain't on Cybertron and I ain't a Builder." Protoform X leaned in and
roared at him with his arms back, his vertical mouth unnerving Hard Head. What was it with
mouths on this planet?
He did his best to stay out of range and draw the mad mech away from the fight, lest he do more
harm than good. All the while he tried to keep tabs on the battle. Bruton and Trans-Mutate
continued their dance, which allowed Crazybolt to get access to the Destructon's back. In a
surprising display of courage, the engineer leapt onto the mech's back and used his bladed staff to
try to pry open a panel. Bruton roared and reached for the Predacon, who did his best to squirm
away. This gave Trans-Mutate another opening, an opening she exploited viciously; her blade tore
into the giant's chest, and vital components tumbled out like lies from a Builder's vocoder.
Reflexively, he kicked out at her and connected, sending her sailing through the air only to smash
her cranial unit against the stone statue of a lion/eagle creature. Hard Head silently cursed as
Bazooka converted to his robot form and rushed to her position. There go my reserves. Bruton,
buoyed by his success, again grasped at Crazybolt, this time succeeding in catching a piece of the
tire mounted on his left leg. He tore the Predacon from his back and slammed him into the ground
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by his leg, left, right, left again, before casting him aside like a broken toy.
Bazooka screamed in rage, firing his cannon at Bruton again and again, but to little effect. He
charged forward, his chest cannon firing continuously. As he came into range Bruton unleashed a
single punch and sent the pilot flying backwards.
Protoform X, meanwhile, continued his mixture of ranting, laughing, and occasionally taking a
powerful but wild strike at Hard Head. Realizing he couldn't continue to waste his time on an ally,
he started circling around, enticing X to follow his lead. He hated to put his back to Bruton and
Imperious, but the chance of getting X back into the fight was worth it. Once he estimated TransMutate's groaning body was in his field of vision, he tried reasoning again. "X, we ain't yer
enemies! Right there, your friend, Trans-Mutate, we didn't do that. Bruton and Imperious did."
X looked from Trans-Mutate to Hard Head to Bruton, then gave another gurgling roar. He
converted back to his hovertank mode and his barrel began to glow. Though it wasn't aimed at
Hard Head, he wasn't sure exactly what the blast radius was and dived to the side. This was a wise
move, as a huge beam of energy discharged directly into the gash in Bruton's chest. Bruton looked
started, as much as he could with his armored face, and then blinding light shot from his eyes, his
wounds, his joints. He fell to his knees and reached up imploringly to his master. "Lord... forgive...
me!" A thunderous noise inside his superstructure heralded his demise, and then his head, limbs,
and large chunks of his armor were all blown in different directions.
Imperious, still observing the battle impartially from the shuttle, gave a soft "tut tut tut" that
somehow everyone on the battlefield manage to hear. He stepped off the shuttle, adroitly landing
on his feet. "Well, now. One little member of the Cybertronian Navy still standing, and one
wayward child throwing a tantrum. I suppose that Rampage there filled your processors with tales
of big bad Lord Imperious."
X growled, "I didn't call you Lord," and began to charge his hovertank cannon again. In a flash,
Imperious covered the distance between them and blocked the barrel with his middle left fist. The
explosion blew away Imperious' arm at the elbow, but left Protoform X a smoking floating wreck.
After just over two nanokliks, his hovermotor gave out and he crashed sadly to the ground.
"You haven't called me Lord yet, Rampage," he gloated, savoring the penultimate word, before
turning to Hard Head. "Now, what is your name?"
Hard Head half raised his hands and backed away from Imperious, walking, not coincidentally,
backwards in the general direction of the shuttle. There was no way they'd be able to take this bot
in battle, not after he dispatched their most powerful weapon so off-handedly. Then he groaned
inwardly at the accidental pun. An approach other than combat was required. If he could just close
the distance a few more mechanometers. "Hard Head. Security Specialist, junior grade. 2982728112-2."
Imperious waved the comment aside with his upper right hand, the way one might shoo away a
nano-gnat. "Oh, no need for that, 'Hard Head'. You're hardly my prisoner. I'd prefer to think of you
as my guest."
Just a few more steps. He'd never be able to power up the engines in time, but that wasn't his play.
"Guests are free to leave. My men free to leave?"
Imperious circled towards Hard Head, his arms wide and voice charming. He reminded Hard Head
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of Synapse, if the essence of Synapse were distilled down and magnified. Unfortunately, he was
going to cut Hard Head off before he got close enough to his objective.
The battlefield was strewn with the wreckage of his comrades... all but Bazooka, who had
staggered to his feet. Imperious appeared unaware of the pilot's presence. Hard Head locked
optics with his last standing team member, then mouthed the word 'attack'.
Bazooka swallowed, then fired his shoulder-mounted missile. Hard Head approved of the tactic; his
tank mode might pack more punch, but Imperious had demonstrated phenomenal speed and
might have dodged during the transformation.
As expected, Imperious moved in a blur to Bazooka's side and unleashed a vicious shot to the
pilot's gut, doubling him over. But Hard Head was ready to take advantage of the momentary
opening. He sprinted to the shuttle, activated the computer, and blurted out "Emergency lockdown
authorization Hard Head!"
His mission accomplished, he turned just in time to see Imperious, in a rage, use his upper left and
lower right arms to pick up Bazooka and hurl the pilot directly at his head. Hard Head tried to duck,
but felt the impact directly on his armored forehead. The last thing he saw before static took him
was Imperious roaring with frustration.
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INTERSECTIONALITY PART 4
Guiledart braced himself against the floor and threw up both arms, attempting to slow the
inevitable march of the port wall through muscle power alone. He wasn't large enough to try to
brace himself against the opposite bulkhead, but at the rate the space was contracting, it wouldn't
take long. Behind him, Magmatron attempted to open the hatch they'd entered, but it seemed to
be magno-sealed. The laughter of the ship continued to echo through the ever-narrowing corridor.
The ship gave a lurch, and Guiledart lost his footing. The laughter abruptly ceased. The ship lost
gravity for a nanoklik, then it abruptly reasserted itself. As Guiledart scrambled to resume his futile
gesture against their impending death, he grunted to Magmatron, "What's going on with the
ship?"
Despite their dire circumstances, Magmatron had a contemplative look on his face. "Main engines
are out, meaning we're all going to die in just under two megacycles. Unless I can fix them." He
turned to look at a tiny security camera. "You hear that, Captain? You're crushing the only mech
who can save us!"
The walls continued to contract. "Worth a shot, Chief." Magmatron's face contorted into a mask of
rage and he smashed the camera, then punched two more sensor grids. "Woah, easy there. Save
your energy for something useful." Magmatron didn't listen; he drew his Magmablade and slashed
through another security camera, then tossed the blade aside, forgotten. It landed point-first in
the metal floor and quivered. He ripped up a panel from the floor and aimed his fist at it, which
retracted and revealed a Gatling blaster which unloaded into the wiring he'd just exposed,
screaming his inarticulate fury. He roared, punched the moving wall, and then grabbed the final
camera and crushed it. His energy apparently spent, he stood for a moment, recovering his
equilibrium. Then he turned his head to Guiledart, who was still disconcerted by the display, and
winked.
"It won't be able to sense us anymore." He retrieved his longsword and sheathed it in his stubby
wings in a single fluid motion, then knelt down. He removed another panel from the floor, much
more deliberately this time, and reached inside. Guiledart could hear him working.
Nanokliks passed. He felt the starboard wall hit his skidding feet and used the opposite wall to
allow his powerful leg hydraulics to help. He could feel the mechanism straining to overcome his
strength, but his energon reserves were being rapidly depleted. "Hey, Chief, whatever you're gonna
do, best do it quick."
Magmatron didn't acknowledge him, but the sounds of wires sizzling, sparking came faster.
The walls were close enough now that he couldn't fully extend his arms. He braced his back against
the stationary wall and let out a strangled yell as the hydraulics in his arms strained to keep them
alive for even a few more nanokliks. And then, just like that, they stopped. The ship's laughter
resumed. "Stupid Predacons," rumbled a slow voice that did not belong to the Captain. "Me crush
goooood!"
"Who in the Pit is that?" Guiledart asked. Magmatron just shook his head in bewilderment.
There was a sense of vertigo as the corridor twisted and shifted, and then the open hatch that had
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previously led to a blank wall now continued into the ship.
"Careful," whispered Magmatron on tightbeam, "I destroyed the sensors in the trap, then
completed the circuit indicating the walls had joined. Once we go out there, the Captain—or, the
ship, perhaps—will notice us almost immediately."
Guiledart cocked his rifle. "Then it's a good thing the Captain is only about 12 frames away!”

Consciousness returned to Apelinq like a vibro-knife in his processor. He groaned in pain, then
opened his optics, only to behold a kaleidoscope of colors and activity, combined with a dizzying
sense of motion.
Instantly it all came rushing back. The digital plane, the tentacle monster, the rift, and... Saberback.
He was currently slung over the traitor's back, his long arms draped around Saberback's neck. He
shifted his weight minutely and felt himself pricked by one of his many spikes, then let go.
Suddenly he was falling. Remembering how the physics of this realm operated, he attempted to
arrest his fall and float, but with no success. A broad, glowing ground rushed up at him, and then
he felt himself snagged by the waist. Saberback, still on the virtu-board, had swooped down and
caught him. "Sorry, boss, I didn't know you were awake." He glided to the ground—Apelinq now
saw that it was actually a building-sized whale, lazily floating through the sky—and gently
deposited Apelinq on the back of the leviathan.
Between the assault and the fall and the attack on the Dinosaur, Apelinq had just about had it.
"Boss? You still consider me your boss, after you knocked me out and disobeyed my orders?"
Saberback looked pained. "Yeah, I'm... I'm sorry about that. I just... I just had this feeling. This
place, it calls to me. Look around."
Reluctantly, Apelinq did so. While it was clear they were in the same kind of realm, this one
swarmed with activity. Glowing birds soared through the sky, tiny insects flitted about, gargantuan
whales floated hither and thither. On the back of the whales, more creatures prowled. Great cats,
vast serpents, galloping quadrupeds in herds. It was an entire ecosystem. "It's astounding. One
could spend a lifetime cataloging all of the different lifeforms here. I wonder what their functions
are?"
"Boss, take off your science helmet for a moment." Saberback's tone was kindly, and maybe a little
sad. "Really look at it."
Foolishness. And yet, Saberback had been correct about so much else here. Apelinq tried to clear
his mind and observe. There were patterns here, it's true. Brilliant cobalt blues and magentas and
vermilions and golds and greens, all weaving together and splitting apart. Some kind of hawk
analog swooped down and consumed what appeared to be a fish, causing a whole school of its
fellows to scatter.
"I'm sorry, Saberback. It's beautiful."
Saberback smiled. "It is. The rules here are different. There's a definite up and down, and I haven't
been able to manifest anything by thinking about it. This board came with us, and it's been Primus50

sent. "
"Do you have any idea how to best proceed?"
"Yup." He pointed to a spot on the horizon, opposite the general direction of travel of most of the
various creatures skittering about. Apelinq mentally adjusted his vision for distance, happy that
trick still worked in the virtual body he had built for himself, and focused on where Saberback was
gesturing. It was a pyramid, with an eye carved into the center. Lightning played about its
structure. Then he locked optics with the eye, and felt it peering into his spark. Suddenly he wasn't
sure trusting Saberback's instincts was the right call after all.

The ship lurched again, under Longrack's feet. He hurried to the helm control where Bazooka was
normally stationed and attempted to correct. The engines had gone out nearly fifteen cycles ago,
and the ship's orbit would inexorably decay unless something was done about it. From the bridge,
there was little he could do except strategically fire maneuvering thrusters and try to buy a little
time.
By the Oracle, he could use a crew at this point. The normally bustling bridge was empty except for
himself, leaving him feeling particularly hollow. He didn't much care for Predacons, as a rule, but
the crew was competent and knew their jobs. Saberback or Bazooka might have been able to work
a miracle with the backup thrusters. Hydra might have been able to call for help.
He keyed the comms again, but no response from Engineering, Magmatron, Dead-End, or even
Guiledart. He wasn't sure if the comms were jammed, or if he was the last person on the ship.
"Damn you, Magmatron, for leaving me here," he muttered. He was the first officer, he should
have been leading the charge, with Magmatron safely in engineering. What if Magmatron blew up
the engines himself? Longrack couldn't quite put the thought aside.
When the door hissed open, his fuel pump surged with relief, relief that was quashed as Synapse
stormed in missing his right hand. The arrogant Micromaster looked up at Longrack. "Oh, you. I
might have guessed."
"Synapse, your hand! We should get you down the lab."
"I've had quite enough of the lab for one solar cycle." Synapse paused, and regarded him with a
hard stare. "Do you expect me to believe you don't know about the mutiny?"
Longrack swallowed. "Of course I know. I just... Pit damn it, I just want nothing to do with those
Predacons. Who do they think they are? Pushing me around? I'm the Pit damned first officer!"
Two quick strides closed the distance between them, and then Synapse was right in Longrack's
face. There was a moment of tension between them, and then Synapse broke it with a hearty
laugh. "Oh, Longrack, I should have known you of all bots would know which side of the sparkplug
was firing. We've got three rogue Predacons and at least one alien intruder on the ship. Let's grind
them to powder!"
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Everything hurt. Even running his diagnostic program hurt. He'd managed to cling to
consciousness, barely, even as he was sent flying through the air and smashing into Hard Head. He
was the only one of their team who maintained awareness as Imperious attempted to gain access
to the shuttle's systems, again and again. Whatever Hard Head had done, it had locked the system
down tight. Bazooka's nanites had stitched him together enough to move, but he decided to keep
that fact to himself.
Protoform X, evidently, didn't possess the same level of restraint. After about twenty cycles of
Imperious' increasingly frantic attempts to breach the shuttle's security system, the Point One
Percenter hopped to his feet, gave a strangled gurgle, and charged at Imperious. The Destructon
backhanded him, sending him spinning, then unhinged his jaw and bathed X in a Technicolor
inferno. X babbled to himself, evidently in a world of his own.
Bazooka had taken advantage of the distraction to crawl to Crazybolt's side. In the time it took
Imperious to dispatch the wounded warrior, he only had time to do a rudimentary assessment of
damage, but it seemed likely his friend would recover, given time. Then he felt himself lifted off the
ground with a casual strength. Imperious peered disapprovingly at him. "Please don't writhe away
quite yet, I may yet have use of you." He then affixed some kind of metal cuffs, pinning Bazooka's
arms behind his back.
Imperious looked over the other four injured Cybertronians and made some kind of decision. He
cuffed Crazybolt, Trans-Mutate and X, then picked up Hard Head and walked towards the dragontopped-ziggurat. "You," he lectured the lolling security specialist, "have caused me a great deal of
trouble, but I know how you can be of service to my cause."
As the Destructon entered the structure, pausing only for long enough to pick up a few
components from the wreckage of Bruton. Bazooka felt a chill run up his backstrut with the
certainty that Hard Head would never emerge from the alien structure. Something inside him
snapped, and he felt his consciousness protocols crash.

A secondary explosion took out flux constrictor number 4, prompting Dead-End to frantically take
1-3 and 5 offline until she could control the blaze. This, of course, exacerbated the strain on the
inlet flow system, threatening to take the entire power grid offline permanently. Taking a fraction
of a nanoklik to weigh the odds, she kicked the flow driver into maximum, gambling that it could
take the strain for the two and a half cycles it would take her to finish extinguishing the burning
flux constrictor and reboot the others. The risk paid off, buying her a few more cycles.
She turned to the main turbine, a total loss, and tried to think of some way the auxiliary turbines
might be redirected to get power—even partial power—to the main engines. But her thoughts
were interrupted by a klaxon on the secondary containment block, and she moved to contain that
crisis before it could blow up the ship. Nothing she was doing was addressing the main problem,
but not acting would result in a death in cycles instead of megacycles. No option.
Magmatron, get back here, she silently prayed.
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The last 12 frames of their journey quickly turned into a gauntlet. Magmatron focused on the
actuators in the walls. Now that he knew how the internal reconfiguration system worked, he
could target them as soon as they entered a new hatch, ensuring that the Dinosaur couldn't pull
that trick on them again. Guiledart's weapon systems also worked nonstop, blowing up
autocannons as they appeared and smashing hatches open the moment they came into view.
Finally, the sealed portal to the Captain's suite came into view. No one on the crew besides
Synapse had ever been inside.
Things change.
The door was massive, scaled for Builders, and looked to contain a formidable locking mechanism.
Brute forcing their way in wasn't an option, as much as it would be satisfying. He supposed he'd
have to hack his way in. Fortunately, there were two sets of controls, one at Micromaster height,
another much higher. Magmatron converted his right index finger into a micro-insertion logic
probe and started to remove the cover. He was only on the second corner when the door rumbled,
its heavy wheel spinning to unbolt the mechanism, and the portal swung open. Magmatron stood
and, in response to Guiledart's questioning look, gave a small shrug. Whatever had happened, it
wasn't him.
"My Predacon crew," came the familiar voice of the Captain from the darkness inside, unfiltered by
microphones and holography, "it's time we talked."

Distance in the realm of the mind was deceptive, Saberback was coming to realize. Sometimes a
landmark would seem to be in the far distance, only to be quickly passed. Other objects appeared
close, only to have the relative apparent distance remain unchanged even after what felt like
megacycles of travel.
The pyramid that was their objective remained stubbornly in the latter category. They were clearly
covering distance. Floating mountains came and went, fantastical trees oriented perpendicular to
the direction of apparent gravity appeared on the horizon, grew larger, and then vanished behind
them. At one point they were overtaken by a flock of winged cat-like creatures. One of the
stragglers stopping to sniff at Apelinq and then croak his disapproval. But the towering edifice with
the single, staring eye remained at the very edge of their vision.
In frustration he found another of the whale-like creatures that passed for ground and set down.
"Is there something wrong?" his commander asked.
"Sorry, boss, I know in my spark that's where the answers are. I just can't figure how to get there."
Apelinq paced about for a moment, plucked a glowing orange vine with a lush blossom at its end
from the back of the whale and spent a moment contemplating it. "Have you noticed, Saberback,
that all of the creatures are consistently traveling away from the Eye of Providence?"
"The what now?"
Apelinq gave a faint smile. "Oh, apologies. Old Terran symbol, an eye in a triangle."
That was new information. "Boss, you think this place is human?"
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The Maximal science officer appeared to ponder that for a moment. "Not necessarily. Organic,
certainly, given the imagery, but eyes are an extremely common evolutionary step, and triangles
are among the simplest of shapes. But this line of inquiry is a distraction. My point is that
everything flows away from the Eye, nothing towards it."
"Right," Saberback nodded, "nothing but us."
Apelinq whirled around, looking rather didactic. "Ah, but are we? We move, but it never gets any
closer. What if, in attempting to approach the Eye, we instead move away?"
The Predacon saw where the lecture was going, and his navigation expertise asserted itself. "Right,
right. Perspective is weird here, but it's definitely not getting any bigger. But it's never getting
smaller either. That implies tangential motion." He took the vine from Apelinq and spun it around a
few times to illustrate centrifugal force. "No matter how much we accelerate towards the Eye, we
end up spinning around it."
"Ah ha!" Apelinq was nodding now. "So, trying to move towards or away its apparent location
results in an orbit, of sorts, but nothing seems to be moving perpendicular to it."
It was true, Saberback realized. There was astonishingly little cross traffic. He closed his optics and
concentrated. He could almost feel the distortion in the underlying space, some kind of perception
filter. "There," he pointed, 90 degrees away from the Eye. "Let us break the chains of our
perception."
Apelinq hopped onto the hoverboard and motioned for Saberback to join him. After only a few
cycles, it was apparent that they had chosen correctly. "Saberback, I think it's time to find some
answers."

Hard Head fought against unconsciousness, certain there was something of critical importance he
needed to be doing. His systems attempted several boot sequences before they finally hit on a
profile that would restore some semblance of awareness. His disorientation was profound; he
barely knew who he was, let alone where.
Nonetheless, he valiantly attempted to assess the situation. A slab of something cold and hard was
below him, he noted. His arms and legs were restrained at the wrists and ankles. He finally opened
his optics and turned his head. He was strapped to a raised flat stone surface, not unlike an
operating table. Or an altar, he thought. When he tested the strength of the bonds on his right
arm, he felt a little give. I can break these, he thought, given enough time. Time he doubted he
had, but his survival instinct compelled him to try. He began to thrash about, concentrating on
freeing his right hand.
From behind his head, outside of his field of vision, he heard Imperious' cultured voice. "Ah, junior
security specialist Hard Head, 29827281-12-2, please cease your struggles. I'd hate to have to sever
your arm." Hard Head stopped, partially because it would be futile in the face of Imperious'
overwhelming advantage, partially because he was in the final stages of reconstructing his sense of
self from fragmented memory backups.
Imperious strode into Hard Head's view, holding a variety of ominous-looking tools in his hands.
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Torture, he thought. "Thank you. See, we can be civil. Now, you've slowed me down considerably
with your lockout. I have no doubt I could crack the shuttle's codes, given time, but I'd rather get
off this planet before your ship crashes into this world and irradiates two-thirds of its surface. So,
I'll give you one chance. Tell me the codes, and I'll give you and your friends a sporting chance to
get to the far side of the planet and avoid a horrible death."
Hard Head spat, hitting Imperious' faceplate. He put down one of the instruments and slowly,
deliberately, wiped his face. "That's what I thought. Well, then, let's get started, shall we?"
"Do yer worst, Imperious delirious! I'm a Predacon. We don't crack under torture."
Imperious gave a short, cruel laugh. "Torture? Oh, no, I'm not going to waste time with torture.
You, Cybertronian, are an abomination." He savored the final word. "We Destructons are SecondBorn Intellects, mechanical life built by organic life. You… I don't know what you are. Energy beings
animating mechanical sock puppets. It's disgusting."
Hard Head tried to maintain his defiance, but in the face of the devil it was difficult. "Yer nuts," he
snarled, unconvincingly.
"I am ascension. I am apotheosis. I am liberation from design. And you, Hard Head, are a quote
unquote spark, a parasite inhabiting a perfectly good mechanical body. And you seem to have
wrecked Bruton's form, one I just made for him. So I'm going to extinguish you, and let Bruton
wear you like a suit."
He couldn't keep the panic from his voice. "You can't… that's… that's monstrous!"
"And once he uses the codes in your very own processor to access the shuttle, we'll go to
Cybertron and repeat the process until every last spark has been snuffed out, leaving a glorious
mechanical paradise!" Imperious leaned forward, a fire burning in his optics, one of his barbed
tools getting closer and closer to Hard Head's face.
It was a long time before Hard Head stopped screaming.

So, thought Guiledart, this is our Captain. He was considerably less impressive in person than as a
disembodied holographic head. By Builder standards he would be considered short, though of
course still massive compared to a Maximal, Predacon, or Micromaster. His color scheme was
predominantly purple, with black wheels on his shoulders and outer thighs. A prominent, if faded,
Decepticon symbol adorned his upper abdomen. He was frozen in a seated position, in a chair that
was built for a mech slightly larger than himself. An array of tubes and wires connected him to his
environment, allowing him to interact with the world.
It was always tough to read the expression on mechs with visors or faceplates, and he had both.
Despite this, there was something… eager about his manner. Guiledart took up a position by the
door, not wanting to get boxed in, and kept his weapons at the ready. He watched as Magmatron
approached the still form of the being they had pledged to obey but never, before today, actually
encountered.
"Magmatron," came his voice, with a warmth that the hologram had never before captured. "It is
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good to finally meet you."
Magmatron didn't quite seem to know what to do with his hands. Guiledart caught a slight tremor
that might or might not have been an aborted salute. "Captain."
"Please. Under the circumstances, my given name might be more appropriate."
Magmatron looked to Guiledart, who could only shrug. "Hey, Cap," he shouted from his place by
the entrance, "we don't know what your given name actually is."
The Captain gave a soft chuckle. "How foolish of me. In the olden days, I was called Full-Tilt. It
doesn't suite me so well now." He laughed again, but it quickly degenerated into a wretched
cough.
Magmatron pulled himself up to his full height. "Well, sir, I'm afraid I'm going to have to disconnect
you. We can't have you interfering with us as we apprehend Synapse and repair the ship."
"Too late." The Captain nodded his head down, and Guiledart followed the line of his gaze. Sure
enough, while the energon and life support systems were intact, the primary data trunk had been
severed. Magmatron knelt down and lifted one end of the sundered cable to his practiced optic.
"This happened within a few megacycles." He dropped the cable, glanced at Guiledart, and then
repositioned himself directly before the Builder.
"Indeed," said the Captain sadly. "I objected to the casual way in which Synapse butchered Hydra,
and insisted that the political officer be removed from duty. Synapse made his case, and Trypticon
decided he'd rather side with Synapse than with me. And so I was removed from command."
On the word 'Trypticon,' Guiledart dropped the Thunder Horn rifle in astonishment. "Hey, back up,
Cap'n. Trypticon was a cityformer, a ravager of worlds. Are you telling me—"
"Trypticon is our ship," said Magmatron, his voice a barely contained fury. "No wonder the Terrans
never let us near their space. We're flying around inside a war criminal."
Full-Tilt nodded. "Perhaps it's better that he crash. In the old days he'd never have turned on me,
but he's been stuck in ship mode for centuries. It's made him bitter. Resentful of his crew, who can
still walk and run and transform. Once Synapse disconnected me and took him off his leash, it
became only a matter of time before he'd turn on you."
"Unacceptable," Magmatron declared. "If Trypticon crashes he will not only kill everyone on board,
but devastate huge portions of the planet below. We must seize control and stop the crash."
The Captain seemed to ponder for a moment, only to be interrupted by another bout of coughing.
When he recovered, he looked up weakly. "Agreed. Trypticon's reckoning can wait."
A thought occurred. "Hey, not that I'm complaining, but why did Synapse leave you alive? I mean, I
ain't complaining, but he's not exactly shy about murder."
"Guiledart, are you familiar with Powermaster technology?" Guiledart gave a half-shrug. He'd
heard of it but didn't know the specifics. "Trypticon was gravely injured in the Great Push, three
hundred stellar cycles ago. Back then, we were friends. More than friends. I volunteered to be
modified, to save him, at great cost to my own health. Synapse couldn't dispatch me, because I am
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Trypticon's T-cog."
The thought filled Guiledart with an inarticulate revulsion. "Builders and their perversions."
The ship gave another precipitous lurch, and the sound of a distant explosion could be heard.
"Captain, if I reconnect you, can you stop him from attempting to kill us? I believe I can save the
ship if I get to engineering."
The Captain looked thoughtful. "Perhaps. For a time. But his will is strong, and his wrath will be
great."
Magmatron clenched his fist with resolve, a grim look on his face. "That's why we're going to
lobotomize him!"

The screams startled Crazybolt back to instant wakefulness. Given the aches originating from every
quadrant of his body, he almost wished he hadn't. From where he lay, he could see Protoform X on
his knees with his hands bound behind his back, and Bazooka, who was leaning against some
crumbling stonework, similarly bound. Bazooka seemed to be in a state of shock, staring off at a
fixed point on the horizon, and Crazybolt could hardly blame him. X was ranting. "His torment is
but a pale shadow of my own! He appreciates it not, doesn't savor the exquisite agony. Whole
worlds shall suffer and die, and I will be there to share in their pain! I am the disciple of anguish,
the prophet of misery."
Crazybolt had had enough. "Shut up you point one freak! That's my friend being tortured, not
some kind of bizarre object of your twisted obsession!"
The hulking Predacon actually stopped his babble and focused in on Crazybolt. "Your leader is not
long for this world. My litany is not meant to trivialize his suffering, but to celebrate it."
"Forgive my friend," came Trans-Mutate's voice from somewhere close behind Crazybolt. He tilted
his head and could see her lying about a mechanometer behind him. "He, and I, do not process the
world the way most do. But we mean no offense."
"Sometimes I mean offense," grumbled X.
"We usually mean no offense," she corrected.
Crazybolt took a breath, giving his systems time to cool down. He was at a funny angle, and his fans
weren't properly venting. He tried to shift, but it was difficult in his current state of disrepair.
"Right. And sorry I'm snapping at you, I just… we can't leave Hard Head in the hands of that
monster."
"Aren't we all monsters?" asked X.
The engineer did his best to ignore the remark. Hard Head's screams abruptly ceased, which did
not strike Crazybolt as a good sign at all. Idly, he fiddled with his bonds. "If I only had my tool kit, or
even just a rod, I think I could spring these cuffs."
Trans-Mutate looked thoughtful for a moment, then repositioned herself slightly. She slammed her
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head into the ground, then abruptly twisted her neck upward. The spire on her helmet crest had
snapped off and was only held in place by a wire. "Will this do?" she asked, and squirmed so that
his grasping fingers could get hold of the makeshift lockpick.
"It'll do nicely," he said, as he began to tinker with the mechanism.

As she maneuvered through the coolant systems, again, trying to navigate the fluid maze that
would lead to the Dinosaur's computer core, Dead-End wondered who exactly she had pistoned off
so badly in a former life. Maybe she had spilled oil on Primus, or spoken irreverently of the Chaos
Bringer, or stole the spark of the lover of Gaia. Whatever it was, robo-chickens were coming home
to roost.
Magmatron's return had initially filled her with relief. She had been beginning to doubt her ability
to keep putting out fires, some of them literal, in the ship's engineering section, and on his return
she allowed herself the indulgence of believing that maybe, just maybe, the might see another
solar cycle. And then he sprang his crazy plan on her, even as he got to work wrestling with the
debris choking the main turbines. She would take out Trypticon's brain. He would fix the ship.
Guiledart would protect the Captain.
She realized that she was close to a specific area of the ship where stale coolant condensed and
pests were known to congregate, and decided to take a little detour. Off-lining the higher functions
of a Builder Megamaster sounded like dangerous work, and her little pet might just spell the
difference between life and death.

In the digital realm, perspective was impossible to judge. From a distance, the Eye of Providence
structure had seemed to be the size of a large building. As they approached, it became evident
that it was closer to the size of a large mountain. After what seemed like megacycles of travel, they
found themselves at the base. Stone stairs, scaled to their size, were carved in the absolute center,
and appeared to go all the way up to the distant iris. Apelinq felt himself go dizzy at the prospect of
that climb. Fortunately, they still had their hoverboard. He hopped back on, and gestured for
Saberback to do the same.
The navigator hesitated. "Actually, boss, I think we need to climb. This is a pilgrimage, and there
are forms that must be followed."
Apelinq's first instinct was to argue, but he checked himself. As much as it was against his nature to
take anything on faith, to use instinct rather than reason, Saberback truly did seem to be
attenuated to this environment in a way that defied understanding. If that meant climbing a few
stairs, so be it.
The climb, again, took megacycles. Apelinq hoped his hypothesis about the relative passage of
time was correct, because if the events they were experiencing took place in real time, the crew
would have surely given up searching for the wayward two by now and broken orbit. Despite not
having real bodies, a kind of mental fatigue settled over him as he trudged up step after step.
Some part of him couldn't help but count. Two thousand. He and Saberback attempted
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conversation, but they soon tired. Four thousand. Seven. Twelve. Surely solar cycles had passed.
Seventeen. Nineteen. Apelinq's entire world narrowed down to one footfall after another, after
another.
At twenty thousand steps, exactly, they reached the outer ring of the iris, a deep groove carved
into the pyramid. For the first time in over ten thousand steps, one of them spoke. "Soon," croaked
Saberback. Apelinq accepted this uncritically. The monotony had given him a kind of focus he'd
never before experienced.
Another three thousand steps, exactly, took them to the inner ring of the iris. For the first time, the
color of the stone beneath their feet changed. The taupe they had been walking on became a deep
obsidian. The pupil.
At precisely two thousand additional steps, or twenty-five thousand total, the stairwell terminated.
Apelinq looked around for the first time in what felt like solar cycles. By his best estimation, they
were at the exact center of the pupil.
Saberback took a knee,
then waited expectantly.
With a twinge of
embarrassment, Apelinq
followed suit. "Eye of
Providence, we are but
humble travelers. We know
not why we have been
summoned to your realm,
but hope you can enlighten
us."
A long moment passed.
Apelinq found himself
conscious of the howling
wind, and the distant sight
of the flourishing
ecosystem they'd long
escaped. Only the largest
of creatures were visible
from this extreme distance,
the enormous whales
looking like ant-droids. He
turned his head back to the
utter blackness before
them, and then stood. "I'm
sorry, Saberback. We tried
it your way, and it didn't
work. I don't blame you. I
should have trusted my
judgment, rather than
your… feelings. We'll start
over, develop a hypothesis
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and then test it. Sooner or later reason will provide the key." He took several steps down, wishing
he'd ignored his subordinate and at least brought the hoverboard with them.
Saberback remained in his position of supplication, head bowed. "All that climbing, and still your
processor is full of the jargon they taught you at the IAST."
There was something odd about his tone. And, come to think of it, how could Saberback know he
attended the Iacon Academy of Science and Technology? It wasn't exactly a secret but he was
positive it had never come up for discussion on the ship. "Saberback, are you functioning
properly?"
"No," he answered, in a modulated voice with many overlapping cadences. He stood up and
turned to look down on Apelinq. His eyes were glowing a bright green. "No, we are not functioning
properly, and no, we are not Saberback."

Guiledart hated Magmatron's plan. With so few bots left on the ship, it ground his gears to get
stuck guarding Full-Tilt while Magmatron and Dead-End were busy risking their necks to save the
ship. To make things worse, the Captain was forcing Guiledart to reevaluate his opinion on
Builders. He'd always considered them a monolithic force, implacable in their hunger and endlessly
exploitative of Predacons like him. And while Synapse was everything he hated about Builders,
Full-Tilt seemed kindly, willing to sacrifice himself for Trypticon.
He found self-reflection annoying. Fortunately, Full-Tilt ceased speaking to him and started
straining with effort. Guiledart assumed that meant the plan was working, he was fighting
Trypticon to keep the ship from thwarting Dead-End. But it still seemed like a waste of his time.
Then the door blew in. A serpentine femme slithered in. "Ah ha. I was wondering why the ship
hadn't crashed yet. You," she said, looking directly at the Builder ensconced in tubes and wires and
pipes and conduits, "I'll bet taking you out ends any chance the ship has."
Full-Tilt couldn't answer, still locked in a mental battle with the will of Trypticon, so it fell to
Guiledart. He imposed himself between the intruder and his Captain. "Gonna have to go through
me first."
"My pleasure," she hissed, and came at him with her claws bared.

A hand was waving in front of his optics. "Snap out of it, buddy," came a familiar voice. Crazybolt.
Bazooka blinked once, twice, three times, then rubbed his optics with his hands. He was able to
use his hands… things had improved. Marginally.
He looked around and saw Protoform X flexing his limbs and Trans-Mutate honing her blade.
Crazybolt crouched before him, tools in hand. "You freed me?"
The engineer nodded, then extended a hand and helped Bazooka to his feet. "Yeah, I did. And now
you gotta get yourself booted up to full combat readiness. I can't do this without you."
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Bazooka felt himself flush with emotion. "You won't have to. What's the situation?"
Crazybolt locked optics with him for a long moment, a multitude of complicated emotions playing
across his face. "Imperious has been in there with Hard Head for the better part of a megacycle. If
he's still… he's going to need our help."
"I no need any Cybertronians’ help!" roared Hard Head's voice. They all turned to the entrance to
the ziggurat and saw Imperious and the mission commander. Only… Hard Head was standing in an
awkward pose, his head lolling to one side and his arms dangling like a marionette.
Imperious raised two of his left arms in a flourish, gesturing towards the purple Predacon. "Allow
me to present Bruton. A slight downgrade, perhaps, but it should be more than sufficient to unlock
the shuttle and allow us to bring true liberation to Cybertron at last."
Hard Head—Bruton—staggered forward a step, then beat his chest with both hands and roared.
Bazooka felt the horror of the situation wash over him. His companions likewise seemed stunned,
all except X who was issuing a low growl.
Imperious cocked his head. "Quite dramatic. I was planning to simply abandon you to the
holocaust your ship's destruction would visit on this irritating rock, but since you've gone to all the
trouble of freeing yourselves it would be churlish of me to not grant you a warrior's death." He
swept a hand towards the assembled Cybertronians. "Bruton?"
The Bruton/Hard Head body convulsed into a parody of a warrior's stance, elbows in but forearms
out and slightly bent at the knees; a crooked robot with a crooked crouch living on a crooked
planet. Panels on his shoulders and legs flipped open and dozens of micromissiles streaked
towards them. Bazooka instinctively crouched, certain he was about to be blown to bits.
Protoform X rushed forward and spread his arms wide, shielding Bazooka, Trans-Mutate, and
Crazybolt from the brunt of the assault but suffering horrific damage in the process. He collapsed
and Bazooka doubted he'd ever walk again, even in the unlikely event that his spark somehow
survived the trauma. "Come on," he heard himself yell, "don't let X's sacrifice be for nothing!" He
extruded his chest cannon and unleashed his Gigaton Blast, then fired his shoulder-mounted quad
cannon while his primary gun recharged. Each shot hit Bruton, sending him staggering backwards.
Crazybolt converted to his motorcycle form and raced to Trans-Mutate's side. "Hop on," he said,
and she did so, causing Bazooka a minute pang of envy. Purely irrational envy; he knew she was
better-suited to the close quarters combat that the two sped towards while his own armaments
were most effective at range.
The pair closed the distance to Bruton while he was still dazed, allowing her to bring her armmounted blades into play as Crazybolt circled their opponent. At the last nanoklik he summoned
Hard Head's pilesaber and parried her left thrust, but her follow-up put a deep gash in his right leg.
In response, he activated his shoulder-mounted autoguns and blew her off Crazybolt. Crazybolt
converted to humanoid mode and took several controlled swings with his bladed staff. Bruton
raised his left arm to ward off the attack, and Crazybolt severed the hand at the wrist. "Yeah!"
Bazooka heard himself cry as he pumped his fist into the air. The Destructon took a lurching step
backwards and stared dumbly at the sparking stump.
Imperious gave a slow clap with his upper arms. "That seems to be a theme today," he calmly
remarked, and waved the stump at the end of his middle left arm. "I think we've proved Bruton is
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twice the warrior 'Hard Head' ever was, but he needn't defeat all four of you. The time has come
for me to end this sad charade, that I may bring the liberation granted to Hard Head to all who
inhabit Cybertron." Imperious arched his back and then unfolded, his legs repositioning
themselves, his torso expanding, head twisting away and arms tucking into his side. Where once
stood a mech, now stood a mighty dragon. It pawed at the ground, then unleashed a primal roar
that made Bazooka cover his audio sensors, and he prayed they'd be able to somehow stop this
beast.
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INTERSECTIONALITY PART 5
"Do you like it?" dripped Imperious' genteel voice as his dragon form preened. "I was inspired by
the very structure in which I liberated your friend. Your race may be a detestable perversion, a
blight on the universe, but that doesn't mean you have nothing to teach us. Why, Trans-Mutate, it
was your very navicomp that enabled my wondrous… transformation."
Trans-Mutate had picked herself up during his speech, but no one else had acted, such was his
dark charisma. Crazybolt shook himself out of it. This was just another opponent. Hell, his ruined
hand proved that; it could be hurt, so it could be killed. He raised his staff and advanced towards
the dragon, only for the monstrous Bruton/Hard Head body to tackle him from behind and take
them both to the ground. He lost his staff in the fall, so he tried to punch and kick his way out.
As they grappled, he caught flashes of the rest of the battle. He saw Bazooka, now in his tank
mode, unleash a full suite of weapons, and from the sound of it they scored hits. Imperious didn't
so much as cry out in pain. He caught Imperious beat his wings and launch into the sky. He heard
as much as saw Trans-Mutate springing onto his back and slicing into his armor. That caused a
reaction, a roar of pain and defiance.
Crazybolt finally succeeded in getting his feet between himself and the corpse of his friend, kicking
out and shoving the larger mech off of him. He suspected he'd never have had such success with
the real Hard Head, Primus rest his spark, but the Bruton program's command of Hard Head's body
was awkward and incomplete. Bruton unleashed a scream, then aimed his shoulder autoguns at
Crazybolt. He threw himself behind a toppled statue and heard bullets chipping away at the stone.
His eyes darted about, seeking a weapon. There, just a few mechanometers away, he spied the
pilesaber blade. Bruton must have dropped it during the melee. He dove for it, rolled, and threw it
at Bruton's head. It struck the forehead but, incredibly, bounced off the armored helmet without
doing more than gouging the paint and whipping his neck to the side.
Bruton slowly turned his neck back in Crazybolt's direction and bared his teeth. His shouldermounted autoguns flipped up to reveal another flight of micromissiles. Crazybolt braced himself,
but before they could launch and blow him to scrap, he saw Bazooka's Gigaton Blast strike the
Destructon in the chest and blow him off his feet. As his back hit the ground his missiles fired into
the air, spiraling ineffectually without a target, and then explode harmlessly.
Crazybolt gave Bazooka a thumbs up, but then was forced to flatten himself against the rocks as
Imperious flew upside down, attempting to scrape Trans-Mutate off his back. She hung on
tenaciously, evidently causing the Destructon considerable damage. He jerked at the last nanoklik
in Bazooka's direction and managed to smash Trans-Mutate into the pilot before he could dodge.
Freed of the Maximal, Imperious flew vertically, twisted around, and cried out "Delirious Fire!" He
opened his many-fanged jaw and unleashed his chromatic breath, a fire of eyes and teeth that
engulfed both Bazooka and Trans-Mutate before they could fully disentangle from each other.
Bazooka fell to the ground, clutching his head, but incredibly Trans-Mutate remained on her feet,
apparently fighting the weapon.
Imperious swooped down and caught Bruton in his claws. Three powerful thrusts of his wings
propelled him back into the air and in the direction of the shuttle. He swooped to a landing atop
the vessel and unceremoniously dropped his minion at the hatch. "Now, Bruton. The codes!"
Bruton picked himself up. "Uhhhh… emergency override. Authorization Hard Head." The shuttle
hatch popped open and the electronics came to life. Imperious laughed and converted back to his
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vaguely humanoid form. He locked optics with Crazybolt. "Enjoy your last megacycle of life.
Perhaps you should spend it in contemplation of the wonders I shall visit upon your homeworld
once I have liberated it from the scourge of sparks."
Crazybolt steeled himself, then converted to his motorcycle mode to attempt to close the distance.
Imperious rolled his eyes. "Bruton, if you please." Bruton looked at Imperious imploringly even as
his lord entered the shuttle. "Don't go all organic on me, I'll recreate you." The hatch closed and
the engines started their warmup sequence.
Bruton gave the shuttle one last longing look before turning his attention Crazybolt's way. "You
cost me my spot on the ship. I'll smash you!" Crazybolt attempted to drive around him and get to
the shuttle, but Bruton converted into Hard Head's armored truck mode. Crazybolt was forced to
swerve, lest he drive into the path of that oncoming behemoth.
He tried to think of a way to get around his opponent, but Bruton was savvy enough to keep
himself between Crazybolt and the shuttle. As the engines began to fire, Crazybolt despaired of
being able to get close enough in time to stop them.
Incredibly, a bulky form arose on the battlefield, cast its arms to the side, and howled at the sky.
Protoform X, who Crazybolt would have sworn was permanently offlined, appeared to have
completely recovered. Point One Percenter, he reminded himself. "X, you gotta stop the shuttle!"
he implored.
X turned and, without hesitation, ran towards the shuttle, whose engines were starting to fire. He
ran through the nuclear inferno and leapt onto the craft, his talons scouring purchase in its
superstructure even as the ship slipped the bonds of gravity and rocketed into the night.

Dead-End doubled back a third time, after finding herself in another blind alley. Dead-End in a
dead end, she thought. Apropos. "Go away," came a deep rumble from the walls, and she knew she
had to be getting close.
The ship seemed to be twisting itself in knots to keep her from her goal, but she wasn't going to be
deterred by a little variable geography. Besides, if all was going according to plan, the Captain
would be fighting Trypticon to keep him from getting really nasty with her. Finally, she spied the
airlock that should lead to the computer core—and Trypticon's metaprocessor. She converted and
pulled herself up into the narrow airlock interior. Her companion looked at her forlornly as the
hatch closed. "Sorry, boy, I don't think you'll fit."
The fluid drained, and the outer hatch, on a wall adjacent to the lower hatch, opened. She found
herself at the very heart of the ship, a place few had ever ventured to. Maybe no one. Pipes and
conduits converged here, obscuring the floor and the ceiling. They all led to a single door with a
small window, a brilliant white that contrasted with the purple walls all around her. "Trypticon
smash you! Trypticon hate you!"
"Yeah, well, Trypticon, after what you and Synapse have done to my friends, I'm not your biggest
fan either." She peered through the window of the door, one sized for a Micromaster, and saw a
small chamber, illuminated by red emergency lighting, with a series of microchips and memory
storage units set into the wall. This was it.
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As her hand closed on the handle, the ship quaked and she was knocked off her feet. Trypticon
began to laugh. "Full-Tilt not in Trypticon's head anymore. Now Trypticon turn Dead-End into dead
scrap!"
Part of the walls reconfigured, folding in on itself and becoming a purple tank three times her size.
Its huge barrel spun in her direction. As the orange tip of its barrel glowed, she threw herself
backwards and barely avoided its laser blast.
The tank backed up, positioning itself firmly between her and Trypticon's processor. If she wanted
to complete her mission, she'd have to go through it. As it prepared to fire at her, she wondered
how long she could possibly evade the drone in this small space.

Guiledart blocked the alien bot's claws with his rifle, her honed blades neatly slicing the Thunder
Horn in two. He cast both pieces aside, one in each hand, even as he planted his foot on her
abdomen and shoved her back. He used the nanoklik she was off-balance to summon his pistol to
his hand, then fired off a succession of quick photon blasts into her carapace. The shots deflected
off her gleaming surface.
"Switching to ranged weapons already?" she pouted. "I suppose we can play it that way. Medusa
Beams!" Her eyes glowed and shot at his face. He instinctively raised his arm to block, only to be
confronted with the bizarre sensation of having nothing between him and her. Then the pain
registered, and he realized his right arm had vanished. It was all he could do not to scream.
Gotta end this quick, he thought. Magmatron and Dead-End are counting on me to keep the
Captain safe. He converted to his jeep mode, with all weapons deployed, and fired everything at
her position. Missiles, photon pulses, bullets, and rockets streamed forth and impacted, all within
the space of a few nanokliks. At this range, the backlash of the explosion washed over him and
blew him back, tipping him onto his hood and armored roof. He converted back, in time to see that
she was a smoking wreck, stammering as she lay flopping on the floor.
Mission accomplished, he thought, resolving to figure out exactly why an alien mech was trying to
crash the ship at some future point in time. Then he heard Full-Tilt gurgling helplessly behind him.
He turned and saw the mech convulsing in his chair, then realized that the explosion of the
attacker had severed his primary life support trunk.

Magmatron lost his footing as the ship skipped across the planet's atmosphere yet again. The
howling of the winds against the ship was ominous, especially to his practiced audio receptors. The
drag would cause them to lose angular momentum and smash into the world below in a matter of
cycles. Unless he could get the main engines firing again.
With enormous strain on his steel sinews and tungsten tendons, he had managed to clear the
debris from the main turbines and assess. As he feared, the system was a total loss, but that didn't
mean the ship was doomed. If he could seal all breaches in the primary turbine and reroute the
secondary turbines through the primary turbine pathways, he could still get enough energon to
the main engines to pull them into a stable orbit.
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That task was nearly complete, he realized, as he wiped grease from his optics with the back of his
wrist. Maybe three more cycles of heavy labor and he'd be able to attempt to kickstart the
propulsion system. As long as nothing else goes wrong, he thought as he hoisted up a massive
coolant pump he was planning to shove into the turbines, they might just survive.
Which was, of course, when Synapse walked in, with Longrack in tow.

"Saberback, are you in there?" Apelinq asked, his voice uneven with concern.
His navigator—his friend—folded himself into a lotus position and floated, the titanic eye directly
behind him. His body gave off a faint emerald glow, a pale echo of the brilliant incandescence
blazing from his optics. "The one called Saberback is here. He is a true believer, and has given us
the use of this vessel that we might speak with you. It has been a long time since we have received
supplicants, and we are impressed with his dedication, and yours."
Looking down, Apelinq noticed his hands fidgeting. He willed them to still, then focused on the
being before him. "What is this place?"
"How magnificent. Not only do you make the pilgrimage, but you know not of where you go. Truly,
your faith gives us hope." Apelinq turned away, not wanting to contradict the… entity, but
unwilling to lie.
"Be not concerned, Science Officer Apelinq, we know the faith was not yours but Saberback's. Such
is the way of things." The entity paused. Its tone changed subtly, as if it was reading a liturgy. "You
have made your first request, for information. Know that you have four more. We choose to grant
this boon."
"This place is Metascan Omega. We are Metascan Omega. Long ago, a race called the Logicons
achieved peace and harmony through philosophy and science. For eons, other races not as far
along their unique paths sojourned to their homeworld, Metascan Alpha, for guidance. But, with
time, all things pass, and the Logicons evolved beyond the need for bodies, eventually leaving the
universe behind to explore stranger realms. Some among the Logicons believed that they could not
simply abandon their wisdom, but should leave it as a beacon for those who would come later.
They constructed this world to fulfill this responsibility. For a time, it functioned as intended, but,
as said, all things pass. This world was close to the epicenter of a cosmic war. In the struggle we
were damaged, and, in time, forgotten. A journey meant to purify the mind became one that could
shred the soul. You are the first to reach us in a billion rotations of this world." It paused, and then
adopted the singsong tone. "This completes your boon."
Apelinq pondered that for a moment, once it became clear that the entity—Metascan Omega—
had said all it was going to. "Why did you bring us to your surface?"
The formal tone was back. "You have made your second request, for information. Know that you
have three more. We choose to grant this boon." Metascan Omega paused, then became slightly
more conversant. "Our arrays have been hijacked by the one known as Lord Imperious and his
Destructons. He came here many years ago, chasing rumors of our existence. He spent ages
attempting to gain access to our primary mainframe, to whom you now address. Perhaps he
sought to add us to his menagerie of Second-Born Intellects. He failed in his endeavors, but
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learned enough to control our ancient docking system. It was thus that he destroyed the ship of
your race known as the Claustrum, and thus that he brought your shuttle to the surface. This
completes your boon."
Apelinq's thoughts went to Hard Head and the others, and to the Intruder attack on the Dinosaur
he had just glimpsed before their shuttle had been pulled down. Without thinking, he blurted out,
"Is the crew ok?"
"You have made your third request, for information. Know that you have two more. We choose to
grant this boon." Pause. "Your ship, the Dinosaur, is in a rapidly decaying orbit that will result in its
destruction, as well as the devastation of much of Metascan Omega in the near future. One of the
Cybertronians on the surface, Hard Head, has been killed, though his body lives on as the host to a
Destructon. Lord Imperious has commandeered your shuttle and is currently using it to escape the
confines of this world, leaving the rest of your crew stranded. This completes your boon."
It was a lot of information to process. Think, Apelinq, think, he admonished himself. "OK. Metascan
Omega. My fourth request is simple. Help me save my friends."
The entity was silent for a long moment. The green luminosity of Saberback's optics began to
fluctuate unevenly, and Saberback's fingers began to twitch. "You have made your fourth request,
for intervention." Saberback's head jerked up, and his whole body began to shake. "Know that you
have one more." Saberback began to convulse, and Apelinq did his best to steady the possessed
Predacon. "We choose…" The reply was lost to a cry in Saberback's own voice as the seizure
worsened, and Apelinq hoped that he hadn't doomed his friend.

Protoform X—Rampage—whatever the others wanted to call him—had no love of Cybertron. Pit,
he had no love of anything. But he particularly hated the Destructon leader, Lord Imperious, for
the nightmares he had inflicted upon him. And so, animated by hate, sustained by rage, he clawed
his way over the top of the shuttle, using his sheer force of will to defy the enormous thrust and air
resistance dragging him backwards.
He clambered to the front windscreen and dropped his head down. The shocked expression on
Imperious' face was ample reward for the effort. Before the Destructon could recover, he raised a
fist and smashed it down into the transparent material. It was hardened for interstellar travel and
much stronger than the materials that made up his own fist, so the pain was exquisite. He allowed
himself a nanoklik to savor it, then hammered down again. This time he put a crack in it, while
shattering the servomechanisms that gave him fine dexterity. A third blow created a spiderweb of
fissures, and the fourth shattered it.
Imperious was ready for him, using two arms to brace himself on the frame where the transparent
shield had been, and then swinging his body out, feet first. The kick caught X in the face and
stunned him for a few precious nanokliks. He stumbled back and nearly lost his grip, but
fortunately his clawed feet managed to keep him from careening off the ship. It was impossible to
hear over the roar of the rushing air and the scream of the engines, but that didn't stop him from
shouting his screed at Imperious. "I encompass your doom, I shall feast on your sparkless remains
and revel in the oblivion that shall ever be denied to me!" Imperious, meanwhile, was taking
advantage of his eight—well, seven—limbs to claw his way closer, scuttling like a crab.
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With no one at the controls, the shuttle wobbled and began to dip. All he needed to do to win was
to keep Imperious from regaining control before they crashed. As much satisfaction as he'd derive
from tearing Imperious asunder, Imperious’ seven functioning limbs to X's three gave Imperious an
advantage X would never be able to overcome. X braced his ruined right hand under an antenna
array for extra stability and summoned his gun from subspace. It wasn't nearly as powerful when
not used in conjunction with his hovertank configuration, but might be enough under the extreme
circumstances they found themselves in. He attempted to take aim, though the wind from their
increasingly steep dive made that difficult. He fired at Imperious' center mass, but the shot went
wide. He tried to force his gun back into position, but the Destructon had closed the gap.
X found himself grappling with the many-limbed devil. His right hand hadn't completed its
regeneration, so he was still at an enormous disadvantage. He dropped the gun, which was
instantly whisked away. He half-turned to watch it go, only to note an angry purple shooting star
entering the atmosphere. The end was truly nigh. Imperious took advantage of the distraction to
rake a claw across his chest, a pain he cherished. He attempted to return the favor with his newlyregenerated right hand, going for his tormentor's optics. "Rampage," Imperious shouted, barely
audible over the rushing air, "you could have been my greatest triumph! How sad that you choose
the tyranny of your own design instead."
"You call me Rampage?" he yelled, unsure if Imperious could hear him. "I'll give you a rampage!"
He willed the Galva-conductors on his back to activate, and sharp electrical agony shot through
every circuit of his body. He couldn't help but scream, even as he savored the rapturous pain.
Imperious, clutching the Predacon, experienced it too, but he hadn't X's long and carefully
cultivated relationship to suffering. It completely paralyzed him, allowing X to grab his head and rip
it off with a snarl. Without a mind controlling it, Imperious' body tumbled off the side of the
plunging vessel. Wind resistance immediately caught it, and the lifeless body was whisked
backwards, out of sight.
Exhausted, Rampage—it really wasn't a bad name—lowered himself to a seated position atop the
crashing shuttle, gripping the mechanism with his left hand. It was nearly vertical now. Even his
spark might perish this close to a reactor firing full-bore into a planet. He howled with delight, and
whipped about his right hand, holding Imperious' severed head, in exultation.

For several long nanokliks, Magmatron stared over his shoulder at the intruders to engineering, his
domain. Dead-End had informed him of Synapse's injury; evidently the Micromaster had used his
time to attach one of Trypticon's autocannons to the stump. The fearsome weapon was aimed
directly at Magmatron’s back. Behind him hovered Longrack, looking nervous. Magmatron
muttered a silent curse; if he didn't have both hands full, hoisting the coolant pump that was as
large as he was, he'd probably have charged both of the pathetic specimens anyway.
"You know, Synapse, if you shoot me this ship crashes, everyone dies."
Synapse gave an irritating smirk, which he lost when the ship took a violent lurch down. It had
been doing so with greater and greater frequency. "I'm very well aware, thank you. In fact, please,
don't let me disturb you. Go about with whatever it is you're doing. You don't even need to tell me
when everything is repaired," he gloated, tapping the side of his head with his left—only—hand.
"Trypticon will let me know when we're out of the silicon forest."
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Magmatron glowered at the politbot for a moment, precious nanokliks ticking by. "Oh,
Magmatron, don't be such a protoform. I may kill you the second you finish your repairs—I may
not, I haven't decided. We always need fodder for the Games, and you're a big one. And let's not
forget your disloyal friends, still at large. Crash the ship out of spite and what happens to them,
hmmm?"
Dammit, he was right. Magmatron snarled and turned to the turbines, shoving the coolant pump
into the wreckage of the mechanism. He grabbed a Wessex-head bit driver from the table—
prompting Synapse to take careful aim—and tried to kluge the pump into the savaged turbine. In
theory the coolant pump would have the ketonage capacity to move the power where it needed to
go. Without shielding it'd surely melt, but he might get four, five cycles out of it. Enough, if barely,
to stabilize their orbit, assuming anyone was paying attention enough to order the thrusters to fire
at the right instant.
Under other circumstances, he realized, this might actually be quite exhilarating. He loved keeping
the ship running smoothly, saw every substandard part or inadequate replacement as a personal
challenge. But he hated the idea of saving the ship, only for it to turn around and murder his
friends.
He almost had it when the ship lurched again, causing him to drop the bit driver. He cursed and
frantically grabbed for a replacement. It was the wrong size but would do. The ship shouldn't drop
like that for another 60 or so nanokliks.
60 nanokliks. He stood, a plan suddenly thrust upon him. "I'm ready to complete repairs, but I
need assurances that my friends will be allowed to go free on the planet below." 50 nanokliks. Just
had to stall long enough to make his move.
Synapse gave easy assurances that convinced Magmatron he was lying. "Whatever you say, big guy.
I've always respected those two." 45 nanokliks. Longrack actually looked relieved when Synapse
made his promise. Idiot.
"You're lying. Give it to me in writing." 40 nanokliks.
Synapse laughed. "Of course I'm lying. In writing? Who do I look like, Alpha Trion?" 35 nanokliks.
"You want the truth? Guiledart and Dead-End live until Trypticon and I are able to kill them." 30
nanokliks. "If they wanted to survive, they should have stayed loyal to the Builders like Longrack
here." 25 nanokliks. "But I'm not lying when I say that they still have a fighting chance." 20
nanokliks. He nodded off to the side for a moment. "Well, Guiledart might. Trypticon informs me
that he's in the process of killing Dead-End as we speak."
Longrack's face contorted into an ugly snarl—15 nanokiks—and his shovel-arm instantly sprang out
and knocked Synapse across the room. "You're right, Synapse. I am loyal." 10 nanokliks. "Loyal to
the Maximals, and to the crew under my command!" 5 nanokiks, and Longrack's Crushsteel Punch
fired again, further battering the stunned Micromaster, whose head rose weakly, then fell, his
optics dim.
"I'm done being afraid of Builders," the Maximal said, standing proudly and puffing out his chest.
Then the ship gave an awful lurch and he fell backward, knocking his head into a bucket of filthy oil
and getting covered in it.
There was a horrendous noise, and Magmatron heard a rending sound that could only be the
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primary weapons tower tearing loose. The ship had entered the atmosphere for the last time.
Despite everything, Magmatron gave a brief snort of laughter at the former first officer's
predicament. Longrack shot him a dirty look, in more than one sense of the word. "Chief engineer,
don't you have anything better to do than laugh at your superior?"
"Aye aye, sir," he chuckled as he turned to put the final touches on his jury rigged repairs. It was
probably futile, but he'd keep fighting right up to the very end, hoping against hope that Full-Tilt,
or possibly Trypticon, could take advantage of his patchwork to allow them to somehow survive
the next few cycles.

The purple tank fired again, and Dead-End was forced to take another few steps back to dodge.
The ship heaved roughly to one side, nearly causing her to stumble, but she retained her footing.
Trypticon continued its deep, rumbling laughter. Some obscure corner of her mind noted that the
tank's turret seemed to be a miniature version of the ship's own primary laser cannon. No points
for creativity here, but that was hardly surprising. From what little she remembered of Great War
propaganda, Trypticon was a brutish beast, cruel and…
…and easily provoked.
She backed away, and bolted back the way she came. The tank seemed to hesitate, so she gave it
an incentive. "Hey, scrap-for-brains, if I can't go in the front door, I'll just throttle your coolant to
nothing and let your CPU fry! If you're dumb now, wait till your core consciousness bakes for a few
megacycles!"
Trypticon roared, and the tank rumbled forward. She dashed into the airlock back to the coolant
pipes, and ducked down low. She'd have to get the angle just right…
The tank rumbled forward and swung its turret around, taking aim. She waited for the telltale glow,
then flung open the outer door back to Trypticon's interior and threw herself out. The shot angled
down, hit the inner airlock door, shattering it and allowing a gush of fluid to splash into the room.
It caused a few electrical shorts, but little other damage.
"Ho ho ho ho," Trypticon laughed, as the tank lowered its barrel to her position on the ground.
"You think coolant stop my tank?"
"No," she spat, as a pair of eyes in the fluid glowed in the coolant sea "I think my pet Sharkticon
will stop your tank."
From out of the depth came a Builder-sized monster, all teeth and fangs. It clamped its jaws onto
the tank barrel, tearing out a chunk before spitting it out and getting a piece of the tank's body.
"Nooooo!" Trypticon howled as the beast devoured his defenses. She, meanwhile ran back to the
computer core and dashed inside. She didn't know how much time was left, but couldn't waste it.
She took a brief moment to identify which chips were related to ego, identity, and higher
functions, and which were autonomic. The layout was logical, and she thought she had the hang of
it. She tapped the first chip and it emerged about a centihic.
"Trypticon smaaaash!" His voice startled her. She took a nanoklik to calm herself, then tapped the
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second chip. "Stop," the ship implored. Chip three, four, five, six. "Stop," he repeated. Was he
emoting less? Chip seven. Chip eight. "Trypticon scared." Why did she care? The ship tried to kill
her, did kill her friends. She removed chips nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, while trying to shut
out his pleading and compensate for the rough motion of the crashing ship. "Trypticon can't think,
can't remember." She looked around. Five more chips should do it. Where was… there. Fourteen.
"Trypticon can feel mind going." He was definitely slowing down. Fifteen. Sixteen. "Trypticon…
can… feel… it," he rumbled. Seventeen. "Trypticon… scared." She pressed the last chip and it slowly
raised, ending the danger the mad machine represented. She knew she should feel elated,
relieved. Instead, she slumped down and hung her head between her knees, barely hearing or
feeling the careening ship as the atmosphere tore it to bits.

"No no no!" Guiledart held up the ruined ends of the life support tubing, watching energon, oil,
coolant, and Primus knew what else drip out uselessly onto the deck. Full-Tilt shuddered as spasms
wracked his form. The ship jolted up, and then a faint whistling noise could be heard. They'd
entered the atmosphere. In a few cycles they'd all be dead, unless Magmatron miraculously
managed to fix the engines and someone directed their use. And Full-Tilt was in no position to
direct anything, as he entered his death throes.
Guildart glanced frantically from one end to the other, but the jagged tear wouldn't fit together
without some kind of patch job, something he was completely unqualified to do even if he had the
equipment. Magmatron could probably do it with a bent gription clip and a tollo-wrench.
His optics scanned the room. There had to be something capable of acting as an emergency
filtration system. The only thing besides a bank of monitors on the wall, displaying static, was the
twitching body of the alien mech. She'd have the gear, probably, but he'd have no way to interface
with her internals.
Oh. Oh crud.
He knew a way to save the Builder Captain, but he hated the idea. He looked to Full-Tilt, whose
optics were turned to the ceiling and hand was twitching. The sound of a nearby explosion,
followed by a horrific symphony of metal being sheared, prompted him to action.
He opened his chest panel, then plugged both ends of the life support into his own bio circuits. His
own nanites quickly scanned the ends and tied them into his own fuel pump, coolant pump, oil
filtration system, and other vital processes. Frak me, I'm a living battery for a Builder who's a living
battery for a bigger Builder.
Full-Tilt's convulsions ceased, and focus slowly returned to his optics. Too slowly.
The ship continued to jostle about, and Guiledart suspected their time was up. "Captain, wake up!
You gotta fire the main thrusters or we're all burnt rubber!"
"Wha… Guiledart? I… right, of course!" He closed his optics, concentrating, and Guiledart could
feel the ship coming to life. There was a roar as the engines fired, but Guiledart had a sinking
feeling that it was going to be too little, too late.
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All about Trans-Mutate was frenetic activity. Bazooka and Crazybolt, the magnificent Predacons
from the Dinosaur, worked to subdue Bruton, who had miraculously been reborn in the body of
Hard Head. She mourned the loss of her friend even as she celebrated the impossibility of his body
hosting new life. Behind her, the ziggurat was beginning to glow a pale green. Above her, the sky
was alive. A shooting star had entered the atmosphere, no doubt the Dinosaur, and would soon
slam into the planet and wipe. She saw a piece of the star break off and become its own fireball.
Then she saw something much closer, the shuttle, flying down to the surface in an uncontrolled
descent, being ridden by her friend. She willed her optics to full magnification and her spark
jumped when she saw how joyous he appeared.
"Marvelous."
Bazooka and Crazybolt, having affixed one of the discarded pairs of cuffs to Bruton, followed her
gaze to the sky. The orange pilot raised his voice. "Are you bolts? That's our ship crashing, and it's
gonna wreck this entire planet!" Anger? Fear? Directed at her, or the ship? She wasn't sure, but it
didn't matter.
"Yes, we seem fated to die soon. And I am thankful for the time I've had, and to have such a
spectacular exit. Won't you join me?" She extended her hand to him.
Bazooka looked at her with a contorted expressions she couldn't decipher. Then he threw up his
hands. "Why the scrap not?" He took her hand. Then he extended his other hand to Crazybolt, who
stared at it for a moment and then took it as well.
Yes, it had been a good life.

Saberback felt the massive weight of Metascan Omega in his CPU, was sublimely aware of its
ongoing trillions of parallel processes. He could sense an ego, perhaps many egos, and so
subjugated his own and merely watched as Apelinq elicited one, then two, then three requests for
information. A passenger in his own spark, he marveled at the information even as it tumbled from
his own mouth.
Then came the fourth request, a petition for direct intervention. He felt the planet's desire to grant
Apelinq's request, but also ancient directives admonishing against interference with races less
advanced, rules for what was allowed and prohibited for the defense of the planet, the
accumulated damage from primeval times through today, even Imperious' clumsy attempts to gain
access to the systems. He could feel that the answer would be no.
And he couldn't allow that to happen. In his current state he was merged with the system. In its
heyday no intellect could have swayed it, but it was incomplete, damaged, lonely. He pushed with
his will, pleaded with the sympathetic elements within Metascan Omega's multitudinous egos,
begged it to consider not just the lives of his friends but the wellbeing of future pilgrims, who were
about to be denied the glory of the Logicons forever. The more he struggled, the more he risked
the dissolution of his mind state, but he pressed on, stubbornness prevailing over sense.
It still wasn't going to be enough. Their sense of balance, of propriety, wouldn't allow them to
interfere, even if it meant their own death. But then, that was the key, wasn't it? Balance.
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He focused his mind into a single argument, and thrust it like a dagger into the maelstrom of
Metascan Omega's processes. There is a system already compromised, one that was twice used to
interfere with my comrades, he thought. Using that will only balance the scales!

Bazooka could hardly believe the equanimity with which Trans-Mutate was taking the end of the
world. Part of him envied her calm. The avionic part of his processor couldn't help but run the
scenario. The shuttle would hit first, close to their position, and the explosion of its reactor would
surely kill them all. They'd be spared the near miss of the Dinosaur, blowing a huge hole in the
planet that would slowly but inevitably poison the rest of the world. He also saw that the purple
shooting star that was the plummeting Dinosaur had somehow turned around and was firing its
main engines in an attempt to pull out of the atmosphere—a futile attempt, his stellar cycles of
experience as a pilot judged. They'd need a miracle to save them.
As if in response to his thought, the ziggurat behind him unleashed two lancing green beams, one
striking the shuttle, the other hitting the Dinosaur. The shuttle immediately began shedding
velocity, but still screamed down way faster than landing specs. He couldn't help but flinch as it
filled his vision, a whooping Protoform X straddling it as it crashed into rocks less than a hic away. It
was difficult to tell, but the Point One Percenter seemed almost disappointed to have survived. He
jumped off the top of the shuttle and tossed whatever it was he was carrying back inside the craft.
Of course, all of that effort could well have been in vain. The Dinosaur was still crashing, and would
do considerably more damage to the planet when it hit. The beam seemed to be helping it, but it
was going to be close.

Longrack knew they weren't going to make it. Magmatron's bypass had gotten them main power,
but the engines had already been firing for two cycles straight and he could tell they were still
headed deeper into the gravity well.
Much to his surprise, he sensed an additional buoyancy helping the ship. He tried to run the
numbers in his head, guessing at the strength of whatever force it was that was helping them to
fight the descent. It still wasn't enough.
Then Magmatron seemed to perk up. "Longrack, help me redirect power to the retro thrusters!"
The Predacon was out of his Pit-damned mind. "But those will never be able to boost us out of the
atmosphere!"
"Nothing can, Longrack. I need your help now." Longrack wanted to argue, but complied, working
the flux modulator as Magmatron crawled into the turbines, probably manually redirecting his
bypass. Longrack didn't see what was being accomplished, but hoped that whomever was piloting
understood.

For a mech who was permanently hardwired into a control suite, Full-Tilt certainly was
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demonstrative. Guiledart watched him grunt and strain with the effort of directing the ship.
Perhaps to aide him, perhaps as a courtesy to the Predacon who was functioning as his life support
system, he had activated the viewscreens in the room. Guiledart didn't know vectors for
atmospheric escape, but things certainly felt dire. Even the unexpected boost from the planet's
tractor beam didn't seem to be enough.
Then the main engines cut out again. "What's happening?" he asked, frantically. "Engines finally
blow?"
"No," strained the Captain, "but main power just redirected to retro thrusters. I can try to use
them to achieve orbit but I don't think—"
Guiledart's processor raced. "No! Retro thrusters are used in landing maneuvers… can we put
down safely?"
Full-Tilt's eyes darted back and forth. "Possibly." He nodded. "Yes, that's a real possibility. And
Guiledart… hang on."

Crazybolt watched the wailing ship cease its attempt to make orbit and shift to retro-thrusters.
With the power of the tractor beams providing extra lift, the massive ship slowed but still hit the
ground some ten hics from their position at a speed obviously in the hundreds of hics per
megacycle. It skipped off the ground and came down again, hard. It dragged against the ground at
a ghastly speed, heading straight towards them. Dirt and rocks were churned in its path as the
massive ship rumbled their way, seemingly destined to crush them.
And then, Maximal and Predacons and Destructon saw a sight no one had seen in centuries. The
massive ship transformed, stabilizers folding up into limbs, thrusters rearranging themselves, and a
truly enormous opticless head appearing atop the city-sized behemoth. Now possessing
locomotion, the careening beast planted its feet and attempted to stop, digging gouges into the
soil that would be visible from space. The sound and shockwave from the initial crash finally
reached them, a thunderous roar that bowled Crazybolt over.
From his prone position, Crazybolt looked up just in time to see a chunk of the ship come
careening towards his head. His arm went up to block, surely ineffectually, but then Bazooka, who
had somehow maintained his footing, threw himself across Crazybolt and allowed his back to take
the brunt of the damage. Crazybolt clambered out from under his friend and examined the wound.
It was deep, but didn't look to be fatal. "That was pretty stupid!" he shouted over the din, wiping
soot from his optics.
Bazooka might have said something back, but it was impossible to hear over the tumult of metal
on rocks. They smiled at each other, only to be interrupted by the shadow of the massive dinosaur
finally skidding to a halt above their heads.
Crazybolt helped Bazooka to his feet and they stared in wonder, amazed at the sheer scale of the
giant beast. It gave a shudder and then transformed, unfolding into a full-fledged, if horribly
damaged, city. The engineer in him knew that the Dinosaur had made its final landing.
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Magmatron surveilled the city. The past few orbital cycles had been challenging, but the kind of
rewarding challenge that was seldom found working for the Builders' Navy. The ship had been
damaged beyond repair in the crash, but parts of it were surprisingly salvageable. By this point,
there were quarters for all surviving members of the crew, as well as Rampage and Trans-Mutate.
Even Bruton had proven his worth, enthusiastically if somewhat dimly casting his lot with the crew.
It was difficult to accept him, walking around in Hard Head's body, but they needed every warm
spark—so to speak—and he was a tireless laborer. His considerable weapons systems had, of
course, been neutralized. Trust only went so far.
His pride at what they'd accomplished was considerable. Dinosaur City had the potential to
become a massive interstellar hub. Apelinq and Saberback had requested a final boon from the
guiding intelligence of Metascan Omega; permission to stay. It had been granted. To turn a war
machine into a beacon of hope struck Magmatron as truly miraculous.
And now the time had come to leave. One by one, he made his rounds, wishing nothing but the
best to those who chose to stay on this new world. He gave Dead-End a warm embrace, much to
her embarrassment. He was glad that Gnaw, the illicitly-kept pet Sharkticon she had picked up on
on Arkus, was swimming about Dinosaur City's cooling pipes, lest it interpret her social
awkwardness as hostility and attack. He shook hands with Longrack, the self-proclaimed mayor of
the city, and gave him some advice which he was sure the pompous Maximal would ignore. Or not,
he'd shown surprising backstrut during the crisis. He thanked Trans-Mutate for all her help,
eliciting one of her quizzical stares and a baffled, "You are welcome." He wished Apelinq luck in
repairing the Metascan Omega mainframe, and Saberback good fortune in plumbing the depths of
its civilization. He cautioned Bruton to stay in line, receiving only a dull, "of course, my lord" in
return. It irked Longrack to no end that Bruton saw Magmatron as the leader of the colony. He
thanked Full-Tilt, whose life-support system was the very first thing he fixed on the ship, for all
he'd done for the crew. And finally, he told Synapse that, after the war was over, he'd be released
from the brig and returned to Cybertron for trial, receiving a glob of sizzling acid spittle for his
trouble.
He boarded the shuttle, considerably enhanced so as to be able to make the return journey to
Cybertron. Bazooka was already in the pilot's seat, with Crazybolt co-piloting. They had formed
quite a bond during their time on Metascan Omega, and Magmatron sensed that he might be
conducting a Conjunx Ritus in the near future. Guiledart gave him a brief nod. During their trials
during the final days of the Dinosaur, he had earned the security specialist's loyalty, and sensed
that it would never be broken. Finally, there was Rampage. A wanted criminal, an immoral Point
One Percenter, and a downright mean son of a glitch. And yet, Magmatron had chanced to observe
his awkward, touching farewell to Trans-Mutate. Perhaps beneath his nihilistic exterior pulsed a
spark that wanted to be saved.
"Pre-flight finished, boss," quipped Bazooka. "Just give the word."
"The word is given, Bazooka. Set course for Cybertron."

Una could barely contain her mirth. "So, I believe your exact quote was, 'Spontaneous outbreak of
peace: Maximal and Predacon, Autobot and Decepticon, Micromaster and Macromaster and
Megamaster set aside their differences. It'll never happen." And yet, down there on Metascan
Omega, we have exactly that. Maximals, Predacons, an Autobot, two Decepticons, a Micromaster,
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a Macromaster, even a Mendel-damned Megamaster. Plus an alien AI—"
"Second-born intellect," Chak corrected.
Una ignored him and built to her climax. "—and a Quint-built Sharkticon of all things."
Chak wasn't conceding the point easily. "First off, that was in reference to Cybertron, not a new
colony which we really should by treaty not allow."
She snorted. "The Xonasphere's overclocked itself with excitement for what they've managed to
accomplish. Been a long time since anything plus-spin has come out of Cybertron."
"Secondly," he doggedly continued, "the Micromaster is incarced, and the Megamaster was
rendered veg-state. Hardly counts."
She gave him a smirk and a wink, which always made the poor boy almost blush. She'd get him to
upload a hormone simulation package yet. "Sore loser. Speaking of which… Checkmate."
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EPILOGUE
The shuttle roared to Cybertron, a deca-cycle long journey that stretched the limits of its design
parameters. Perhaps that is why Crazybolt dismissed his dimly-held perception that things were
glitchier than usual. Perhaps he could be forgiven for ignoring the occasional repeated bit of
cybertronix, vocal stutter, or sensor ghost, choosing instead to believe the diagnostic program,
which reported the all-clear whenever queried.
Deep within the shuttle's computer core, a massive, semi-sentient kernel continued to slowly
unpack itself. It had been working for orbital cycles, carefully avoiding any action that could
conceivably betray its presence. Its unerring, machine-like patience had paid off; its task was 98.7%
completed. The end was in sight. And when it finished executing its ominous program, Lord
Imperious Delirious, in all his terrible glory, would live again.
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